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In Our 93rd Year

1 City Council
Sworn in last Night

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, "January 11,
1972

Steve Hall Will
Conduci Meeting

_,1972opening day average pool,
the a4sociation-fiC50111-__
for the sales of Type 23 dark said.
fired tobacco on the Murray
The sales on - Monday
market was 658.83 per hundred
-weight, according to 011ie recorded a nigher average a(
Barnett, reporter for the local $6.43 over the opening day sales
for January 1971.
market. Duruig -the year 1911 the
Barnett said a total of 2116;&10
pounds were sold for a total farmers in Calloway County
volume of $168,762.94 on the tom.: planted 1786.77 acres of Type 23
Murray floors, Doran's Farris, -tobacco, according te the
Growers, and Planters, on County ASC committee, 011ie
Hall, chairman. The allotment
Monday.
Some of the baskets of the for 1971 was 2802.04 acres, the
tobacco sold as high at $69.00 ASC officials said.
per hundred .weighth. A large
Type 23 tobacco is one of the,
.number of tobacco buyers from large cash
crops of the farmers
Springfield, Clarksville, and in this area.
Sales will continue
Louisville were on hand jor the throughout
this week.
opening day sales. Two buyers
Onetucker tobacco brought
for a tobacco--firm in Holland an avera
ge price of $46.56 per
were also present for the sales. hundredw
eight on Kentucky
Type 23,dark fired tobacco, is tobacco mark
ets Friday on a
used for the manufatture of volume
of 49e,422 pounds.
snuff and cigars. A large
At the Owensboro Green • .
rnount of this type of leaf is: •River -Mark
et, 287,114 pounds
exported, according to officials were
sold- for *AM Per hullthe WegleTi- flan' FifaJobacco Growers Association:- - On the
ffr* -cured market,
t& sales on Monday, none Mayfield sold
297,416 pounds for •
of the tobacco was sent to the $57.26
per hundred.

remtaled.

meets On Thursday,

•

The National Farmers
Organization of Calloway
County will be hosts for the
Jackson Marketing Area at a
meeting to be held at the
C°onty Court House
on nThur
Thurs
) day, January 13 at
eight p.m.
Bob Menke, director of the
Feeder Department, will
conduct
meeting.
Johnny Williams, president of
the Calloway COunty NFU,
urges all local persons to attend
this area meeting.

Bay-Scout Troop 7Tothfurray
won first place and Boy Scout tender for Troop 45 was Robert
Troop 45, also of Murray won Hopkins.
Troop 45's team consisted of
second place in the annual
Klondike Derby held January Ricky Lowe, Larry Robinson,
Gene Parker, Todd Harrison,
7,8 and 9 at the Four River
s Jon Harrison, Sammy Old
Council Boy Scout
Wick, Handy Orr and Sammy
field of 31 Resteam
rvation.A
s from Kelley.
throughtsut the Four-Rivers'
_
Council entered the comAttending the derby and
petition.
ciunpout from Troop 77 were
The...Derby is a ccenpetitive Ernie Dodd', Barry Wells, Mark
eVent with a patrol of eight boys Thurman, Alan LeMona Jim
pulling a sled c,rOss-eatnttry- to Lemons, Kent Ha:MOM Bryan
"Free Book Return Night"
various simulated Alaskian Warner, Eddie Rollins, Tim will
be held at the Calloway
"cities." At each city the scouts Wallen, Donnie Rogers, Lynn Coun
ty Public Library on the
encounter a problem involving Rogers, Rusty Moore, Donnie next
two Thursday nights,
. basic Scoiiting slulLS fetich as Henry,Greg Fos, Jim Jennings, Janu
ary 13 and- n,accordingla
firebuilding, knot • tying, Charlie
Bazzel,
Ronnie Mrs.
, Measuring, signaling, compass Billington, Robert Underwood, libra Margaret Trevathan,
rian.
-readintor 'cooldng:
Steve.. Porter, Brent Austin,
Overdue _ books
Mike
.
Each-sled team
Skinner, Brad Boone, returnel
awarded
. during the hours of
-points on the basis of per- John Hart, Mike Alexander,. five to
eight p.m. without
__,..1einnance at the various stop- Joey Grasty and Chris Cropper.
paying an overdue fine. This
Ping
Donnie Henry was selected as will enable students Who
have
points.The win marked the third the best camper from Troop 77. been out
of town and persons
year in a row that Troop 77 had
Lyle
Underwood,
Bill who have been on vacation a
won the Klondike Derby.
Thurman and James Harmon chance to get their fio-ailiack
The adult leader for Troop 77
in circulation.
was 0. J. Jennings and the assisted the troop with transportation.
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Dark Fired Sale
Average Exceeds
en:ft_ Ay_

Steve Hale will be leading the
prayer meeting for the youth of
the First Baptist Church to be
held at the Youth Center on
The new city council tnem,
bers for the city of Hazel were as operator of the water and Wednatsclay, January 12, at 7:30
sewerage system.
p.m.
sworn in by Calloway County
City Councilman Hoyt McMrs. 'Freya Mathis is the
Judge Robert 0. Miller in a
Clure was named head of the director of
youth for the church.
---y-artrientectrienr Wate
r -deParlinetircoMmitieik•-•rZther,
- on Monday night.
Holmes and Barnett on amp- youth
Cy Miller was sworn as the
include a special
new mayor for the city of Hazel. police department cotranittee, fellowship for the high schoOl at
and •Richerson and Barnett on seven
p.m. Thursday, and a
New council members are Hoyt
the -lights a and streets "Blow-Ou
t" for the junior high
McClure, Bobby Holmes, Ralph
department committee.
. at the Youth Center following
Richerson, and Glen Barnett.
The city of • Hazel is an in- the Training
Retiring city council memUnidn hour on
corporated town with katisyn Sunday„
bers are TinieJanuary.16.
s rlaker, Hoyt water and
seire
rage sYitme.
Like, and Edward Russell.
The city also has natural gas
.wat
as city clerk, Noah Paschall as and_operabwohmteer_ •
NEEL_
department. They recently
city judge, Jimmy Rogers as
city policeman, and Hal Miller purchased a new fire truck for
the city.

Murray Scout Troops
—Tate Honors in Derby

10* Per Copy

the

Tree ilco &him
Night' At Library

MEDALS PRESENTATION-Miss Rosetta Met:ri
ft;daughter of Mn.DerethYlreillft of 1138
Street in Murray, is presented with awards
.3rd
for
Peterson. chairman of the military"'metier depa her father's military service, by Col. Palmer
rtment at Murray .Stete University. Miss
father, Sgt. John C. Merritt, was killed in action
In Viet Nam on March 24, 1971. The awards Merritt's
presented
to his daughter were a Purple Heart. a Good Condu
ct medal, National Defense Service meda
l, Viet
Nam Service medal, Viet Nani Campaign meda
l, and a( ombat Infantry badge.
.
(Photo by Wilson Wooley)
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Ingram's post in the Ken_The ar.ea's. _ruggedness.
tucky Department of Highways - continues a pattern created
is popularly called urral reads through the ages when Red
commissioner, an office that giver cut a deep gorge in Wolfe,
generates a roads program of Powell and Menifee counties.
At the same time he was
interest to everyone within the The rock-scarped hills and deep
----s- serving one of three terms as commonwealth and a great
canyons are destined to make
county judge he returned to
many without.
the county a tourist mecca in
Morehead State University and
The 55-year old deputy the years ahead, particularly
finished college, made a successful bid for the State commissioner knows that when Cave Run Reservoir is
Legislature in the old 69th transplad Kentuckians want a completed.
In addition to being a popular
District, managed a farm and good road to the old homeplace
.
kept an eye on an auto business in the country, so they can official in his home county,
return frequentist
Ingram has -been serving as
which he waslinnitii-r-F-even more important to him is president of the Board of
With such gifts as foresight, that the man now living in the Directors of Mountain Rural
dynamism and willingness to old timepiece will have a good Telephone Cooperative with
work hard for something in. road.
headquarters at West Liberty,_
which he believes, Kentucky's' -"The most important rtiod to Bernard Hill, co-op manager,
new Deputy Commissioner of anyone is the one that passes in said "Judge Ingram has done
--Highways looks into the future front of his home;" he says.--ss an outstanding job as preaident
with confidence.
Ingram's home .county of the board. The people ob
"This is going to be-known as Menifee(named for Richard H. Kentucky are feirtunate ibS
-411,
---tod-bitildielf-s-s- ad- MenefeeTTht known Mr its able tditifikr
-idif
—SerVkiet.-06W
ministrationSs
mutat Smuts& The county seat enexceptionally capable map.,
--,- "This is going to be known as s -Frenchburg is stretched out .
- Capability will be a
a
raod-building
ad- long angi narrow and accessible Ward in Ingram's office
ministration," he said, -and Is tiirliXinghvily 460.
.11Praittfoet, for his goal
-want to be a part of it."
"bring good roads,improve
upgrade all rural roads in the
entire commonwealth."
*.
By Helen Price Stacy
WEST LIBERTY, Ky. --Otto
Ingram of Menifee County is a
man who likes a challenge.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE

Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield sent a telegram to the
Ledges* Tiniss.soylog that he expects Calloway andseriliendel
Counties to -besiesignated as eligible to participate in the Area
Redevelopment prOgfam within the next few days. '
Randy Patterson, son of Mr. and._Mrs. Randal Patterson ofMurray Route Five, has been named Winnerof the 1961 Sail
Conservation Essay contest, according to Laval. palmers„
chairman of the Calloway County Soil Conservation District: :_s_ss
i
Second Lt. James L. Futrell, son of Mrs. Vinell Futrell of -Murray Route Five, graduated from the signal officer orientations-course at the Army Signal Training Center, Fort Gordon,Ga.
Richard Hurt hit for 18 points for the Murray High Tigers as
Atterannoveellentque2 to 40 in a basketball game played here.

Yeais Ago Today
LEDGER alt1111111 Mal
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capability-itas4
politician is unquestioned. His
Leon Rule, machinist's mate fireman;USN,son of Mr.and Mrs.
success in
111
„William R. Rule of Kirksey Route Two, completed his remit
S
NIXO
s is adequate testimony. He was
training at the Naval Training Center, San Diego, California. He
Gov. Wendell Ford's campaign
is now stationed at Great Lakes,
manager in Menifee during the
J.0. Reeves, Conservation officer, warned all hunters thatgle
1060Ctetfee VI1 112510E141
••
last -primary election and
rabbit and quail season closed on January l& A rumor had be
coordinated the primary in
Southern States Industrial Council
'circulated t*t*season had been extended to January 20.'
pWolfe, Bath, Elliott, Carter
By JEFFREY ST.JOHN
political
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Carman Parks, president, presided at the Meeting Of-the--PTA—
fact-, since the Nixon ads
and Menifee counties.
Service
Copley
News
.
York
City
New
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by
as
.held at the Hazel High School. Students of the school presented the
ministration took office this
The rural roads corn'PEACE' MOVEMENT HYPOCRISY
▪ s program.charge has been made with Mayor John V. Lindsay's
NEWiORK
",Never'*
mini°Mitia-40nember of the
this
year
earlier
statement
- est- ' The hypocrisy embedded in the radical-liberal view of war•
falsity.
frequency
and
-- Dr. Rex Syndergaard of Murray-State eellege wasOthe -gu
there
much talk-ff- rising
Cliiirch.of God and theMasonic
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Order, Re If rharried -ti-"the
tremendous'
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with
lightning war against Pakistan. India
smear is accused the Nixon adcampaign
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Norman
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speed Co dismember East Pakistan and set up the puppet stale of
the administration's actions ministration of scuttling the
were in charge of the program.
Podhoreti, "but never has
also a graduate of Morehead
BanglaDests muctias Nazi_Csermany invaded stmeousurakja in -there been-so greet a degree
concernins the Pentagon Bill of Rights.
State UniversitY:Their children
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and
pers
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Golden Wedding Anniversary
Tuesday, January 11
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Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. M.D. Hassell.
In case of bad weather the
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Wilson's home.
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TUESDAY-JANUARY 11, 1972

Aatioadt.\\

Mr. and Mrs, T.O. Taylor and
children, Pandy, Susan, and
Mark, of Minneapolis, Minn.,
Miss Linda Cochran, January
The South Pleasant Grove
have been the recent guests of
14th
brideelect
of
Dickie
Homemakers Club will meet at
their parents, Mr. and Mrs._
Hodge, was the honoree at a
the home of Mrs. Kent Simpson
Jimmy
Taylor and Mr. and
-delightfully planned
at one p.m.
Mrs. Verble Taylor.
miscellaneous shower held on
)dr. and Mrs. Wallace Ford
Tuesday, January 4 at sevenThe
New
Concord
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
--thirty o'clock in the, evening at and daughters, Kim and
£)r-der of -the Eastern Star will Hornernsikers Club will meet at
visited his
ne
James H --KglieKiicently,
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 the home of Mrs. Noel Smith at
sister, Mrs. George Clarke, Mr.
Washer on Olive Extended.
one
p.m.
p.m.
The gracious hostesses for the Clarke, and family of Sebring,
Fla. Enroute home they toured
prenuptial occasion were Mrs
The Arts and Crafts Club will
The New Concord Parents
Jack Cochran, Mrs. Hub Perry, Disney World pear Orlando,
Club will meet at the school at meet at the home of Mrs. Aaron.,
and Mrs. Washer, all aunts of Pal. and visited another of Mr.
seven p.m. Music will be by the -Chapman, 209 Woodlawn, at
Ford's sisters, Mrs. Alvin
the bride-elect.
Buoy and McClure Boys. The 2:30 p.m.
The honoree chtissr-to wear Stafford, Mr. Stafford, and
fifth grade will give the
from her trousseau iMvy int family of Chattanooga, Tenn.
The Mason's Chapel United
devotion and serve refreshwhite knit pant suit and was
Methodist Church WSCS will
ments.
presented with a corsage of
meet at seven p.m.
yellow carnations trimmed with
Wednesday, Jemmy 12
green velvet ribbon and two
Evehing careloadadka WSCS
the
SoutiL
-7,7--Murray
gold wedding bands by the
Homemakers Club will meet at of the First United Methodist
hostesses.
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. as
Mrs. Clifton Cochran, mother
follows: Hannah with Mrs. Joe
of the honoree, wore a plaid
Keeslar, Highway Oil North;
wool pant suit, and Mrs. George
Ruth Wilson with Mrs. John
,Hodge,
mother-in-law to be of
Fortin, 1514 Glendale Road;
the honoree, vas attired in a
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Orr
Wesleyan with Dr. Alice
red, gray, iWWhite pant adt.
ICoenecke, 1701 Hamilton. .
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Orr celebrated their 50th wedding an- The hostesses presented each at
Women of the Oaks Country niversary on Sunday, December 211.- Mià iiri is ihekrW-the mothers with. t wbKe
C1u6- 11- have their bridge Brenda Mae-Melts, daughter of the late Grace Paschall Kicks of. nation corsage.
—
session at 9:30 a.m. with Jerri Puryear, Tenn., and the late Dr. Garvin P. Hicks of Westport,
Games were played with the
Anderson, phone 753-7932, as Tenn. Mr. Orr is the son of the late Rosa Paschell Orr and Claude winners being Mrs. Hodge and
C. Orr of State Line Road, Hazel.
hostess.
Mrs. Cochran who presented
The couple was married in Puryear, Tenn., by Justice of the them to the honoree.
The Faxon Mothers Club will Peace Squire Morris, and were attended by George Kelly and the
The bride-to-be opened her
meet at the school at 1:45 pin. late Lottie Denham.Their two sons are Richard K.Orr of Murray many gifts including the
The meeting was postponed and Don H.Orr of Nashville-, Tenn. Their five grOxichildren art. hostesses' .gtft of an electric
-Bitty, Randy, Scotty,. Kevin, and Amnon.
from lad week.
steam iron, ironing board, and
An open house was held in honor of the couple, at their home in accessories,
Fashion Notes
Bruceton-Tenn.Hosts for the happy occasion were their sons and
Thursday, Jawaary 13
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Written by • /
A shower for Mr. and Mrs. the families. Many friends and relatives called to congratulate decorated with yellow flowers
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The Sunnyside Homemakers
The consumers are on the from a fashion point of view, is
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jacket, leave if - unThe Dexter Homemaker's home sewing coverage is up in women with not only a fashion
buttoned...and see how
flah_will meet atthe home of
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women's background, but an enthusiasm
easily yea seem is shed
-Mrs.tale Parrish at 9:30 a.m. publication, and in some cases, and skill --for sewing. - The Blakely family held
its
weight.
The lesson will be on "The has nearly doubled. Even books Catherine C. Thompson, Hick- annual "get together"
on
_population ExplodoK,
currently giving it no coverage ;tan,Ky.42050 Phone
Sunday, December 26, at fourDon't like the all
thirty .o'clock itv the- afternoon together
Niturally;Theme ireing fn.
Instead of adding fringe, at the Community Room of the
...Then, at least, do
terests have always' advertised FINGE the fabric! Sheer Murray Branch of the
yourself a favern.and buy a
in the specific pattern and -wools, loosely - woven fabrics_ Hopkineville Federal Savings
blazer to we Step your
needlecraft books, but it is ISM homespun and linen, and and Loan Association.
pleated skirt and-pants.
interesting to note the increase many other fabrics trine
A delicious meal was served.
in coverage in fashion books. easily. If you fringe a plaid, The family enjoyed the
A delightful little Banton
Since'sewing has ceased being choose an even plaid; other- fellowship together even though
dress...featuring gay prints
an economy move, and is wise, the fringed edges will they were still grieved
at the
and exciting figures...is
Mrs. Jimmy Wynn was
have different colors in them.- loss of their mother, Mrs. Et ,
guaranteed to bring a bit of
hostess for the meeting of the
Dean Roper, Courthouse, Blakely, who passed away one'
gaiety to a dull, winter
Baptist Young Women of the
_
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone- 4nonth earlier.
day.
Memorial Baptbd.Church held
247-2334.
The six Blakely children. and
on Thursday, January 5.
their huabands and wives were
Itemeber,fashion is your
The newly elected chairman,
Develop good buying habits to present Who were Mr. and Mrs.
best SOCIAL security.
Members
and_f_andlies 4
_Mrs. Tom Winri118; piresicied at
-216---70elp you carry out yoar budget.-100Nkaii-Miniti, Mr. and Mrs.
..
the meeting and gave the Murray-CalloWay' County Take advantage
of consumer Rex Byers, Mr. and-Mrs. Ryan
Shrine Club held their monthly
devotion.
information that you can use to Graham, Mr. and Mrs. Keys
Next week an on the
fellowship
breakfast
at
the
Mrs. Jerrell White, assisted
stretch your dollars. You might Blakely, Mr. and Mrs. R.W.
scene report from New
by other members, presented a Holiday Inn on Sunday, January look up facts about: Adequate Blakely,
York-what's new for
and Mr. and Mrs.
9, at nine o'clock in the morprogram on "The Movement
diets"•81-T4w Or moderate James Blakely.
spring in the world of
ning.
From Rural to Urban Life".
fashion.
Grandchildren and great
Those attending were Mr. and _cost...Methods of storing and
Discussions were held on
preparing foods...Durability of grandchildren present were Mr.
Mrs.
Milton
Jones,
Mr.
and
church
and
the Happy Yellow Store
community Ars. Wallace
fabric- and Mrs. Charles Byers and
and
Ford and clothes
responsibility in meeting the
Is open till 5:30 Mon.-Sat.s...Comparative price, of children, Melanie and Keith, of
laughters,
Kim
and
Kelley,
Mr.
needs
of these people.
till 8:89 on Fri
various grades of merchandise Lexington, Mr. and Mrs. L.A.
A film on "Rural To Urban and Mrs. William E. Moffett, at different outlets.. Difference Jones and son, Donnie,
Mr. and
Mrs. Pearl Moffett, Mr. and
Movement" was shown at the
between cash and credit Mrs. Jerry Graham and
Mrs.
Norman
Klapp,
Mr.
and
meeting.
Mrs. Edsel Beale, Mr. and Mrs. prices. Credit charges for children, Timmy and LaVon,
Refreshments were served by
Fred
HAPPY YELLOW .
Cotham, Mr.and Mrs. Don installment plans, budget ac- Mr. and Mrs. Billy Blakely and
the hostess.
counts, and long-term con- children, Debbie and Tammy,
STORE
Robinson,
and Jack Persian.
The February meeting will be
tracts.-Barletts Wrather, 209 Mr. and Mrs. Larry Blakely,
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
held in the home of Mrs. Mason
Maple St., Murray, Ks 42071 Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Boyd, and
Billington.
Phone-753-1452. .t
Mr. and hire. -Ronnie Blakely.
Unable to attend were three of
From 1921 to 1951, India's the grandchildren who were
population Ifni 44
percent, David Graham who is serving in
from 248 million to 357
Mrs Retie_ Williams_
From Murray Ken
This is better
cent a who was in Michigan for the
- To Pails Ten
-Maxine
Griffin, holidays, and Mrs. Jackie
Shape up girls
nuptial parties planned to honor Federal Building, Clinton, Ky. Maupin who was unable to
bride-elect, Miss 'Suziel 42031 Phone-653-2231.
and attract the men.'
attend.
Maddox, was a brunch given
Wednesday, January 5, in the
home of Mrs. Hal Wright, Jones
Street, Mayfield: Hostesses
were Mrs. Wright, Mrs. Curtis
James Boyd, and Mrs. Jim
KING BOY
`1•11' 3 Mi. East of Murray on Hwy. 94
Vivian Morris of Princeton
Mr. and Mrs. James Allen
Pryor.
Murray, Ky.
William R. Young of Edand
The serving table held a King of 902 Elm Street, Benton,
dyville were united in marriage
center arrangement of multi- are the parents of a baby boy,
_ 'December 27, at seven-thirty
Open Daily 8 AM-9PM
colored straw flowers with Timothy James, weighing elglu
Saturdays S AM-2PM
o'clock in the evening at the
Sundays S AM-2 PM
baby's breath. The hostesses pounds five ounces, born on_
'Ogden Memorial Methodist
presented the honoree with a Friday ,January 7, at 7:22 p.m.
at the-Merliy-Calloway County Church in Princeton
basket of straw flowers.
Rev. Russell Bow of PrinThe guest list included: Miss Hospital.
ceton performed the double ring
The new father is employed at
Maddox, her mother, Mrs. Jim
ceremony Mrs Budd, Nichols
Maddox, Jr., Mrs. Thurston the Miller Auto Parts. Benton.
Eddyville Via,
' matron of I
Grandparents are Mr. and of
Furches, mother of the groomhonor and J W Young of
elect, Mrs. E.C. Morton, and Mrs. Glen King of Benton Route
Murray, uncle of the groom,
Miss Gail Furches, all three of Three and Mr. and Mrs. J.D.
Darnell of penton A great served as best man Relatives
Lynn Grove.
and close friends attended the
Mrs. Curtis Jones Boyd, Mrs. grandmother is Mrs Anna
wedding.
J.W. Maddox, Sr., Miss Jenne Dotson of Benton
Mrs. Young* the dmighter of
Peak, Miss Jeanine Quinn, Miss
the late Obi McConnicit of
Patsy Martin, Miss Jane BlackClean Screen -Princeton and Mrs. - Maggie
ford, Miss Amanda Maddox,
Run a sudsy cloth over the
Boitnott-of Waverly, Tennessee.
Mrs. Joe David Smith, Mrs.
television screen once a
Mr. Young is the son of the late
Bob Ballard of Lexinton, Mrs.
week to remove dust and
Robert Young and Mrs. Jamie
smudges.
Sam Boyd. Neely.
W. Young of Murray.
•
•
Mrs. L.M.T. Reed; Mrs.
The oouple now resides in
Robert Mills, Mrs. , Owen
Rotate Curtains
Eddyville
where Mr.'Young is
Clemmons, Mrs. Paul Parrott,
Ketate,curtains and drape/
Mrs. Royse Wilson, Mrs. A.T,
sever-al- time; a sear so that - engaged in the practice of law.
Mrs. Young is employed at the
'Hicks, Mrs. Tom Freeman,and. those exposed to strongest
Villager Department Store in
;..,et a "test"• •
sun rays will ,
the hostesses
Prineeton.

Mr. and Mrs. ILL. UMW
and daughter, MIL Calvin
Moore, of Goshen,TiuT.,lierr7
Mrs. R.E. Morgan, and Wire.
Grace Anderson of Kalmazoo,.
Mich., and Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Poe of Louisville have been the
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
William Moffett, Panorama
Shores. Mrs. Pearl Miiffett of
Chicago, Ill., is spending the
winter with her son and wife,
Mr. and Mrs. Moffett.

SALES Agg SERVICE
8-Track Tape Players
eWURLITZER PIANOS &
ORGANS
Sale and Service
8-TRACK TAPES
82.95 up
TOO OFF on ALL

LPs

Mrs. Alma Chenault Darnell
of Hardin has been &patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

FASHION
- NOTES

Cup

WINTER
COATS

Chatter

Blakely Family Has
iG-et-logether
Community Room

Mrs. Jimmy Wynn
Hostess, Baptist
Young Women Meet

MAIDEN FORM SALE
Concertina

- long Leg Panty Girdle
Extia Long Leg Panty

Shrine Club Has
Monthly Breakfast

$Q99

Merely Me Contour Bra

MERELY ME SALE

Littleton's

"Bikini
Sheer Stretch Bra

Brunch Given For
Miss Suzie Maddox
At Wright Home

$249
$329

Red - Navy - Black - Taupe - White • Brown

SHOE CLEARANCE

190 Pairs

FBIRTHS41

*11111111

753-2962

':30
STORY

p,

roduction
)

•

Vivian Morris And
William R. Young
Married Recently

LITTLETON'S

LITTLETON'S

-
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RAGE FOUR

AFCA Convention
Off
if-Opens
Today In Florida

towi Win - Would

t-Prov.e StOutkich's
Rupp.,Pispleasedliassing Ability

scrambling quarterback."
most
en't likemiet
"1 do
primarily
lenge to prove that the Dallas runner instead of a passer," he
-•
Cowboys can win the big ones- said. "I can pass as well as
his own personal stake is -an anybody. My job now is to
prove it."
imposing one.
Staubach, an all-around ath"I must win," he said solemBy BOB COOPER
roons, and held leads of 23- and nly today. "I must prove my- lete in high school in his hative
Associated Press Sports Writer 24 points before the inter- self as a passer."
CincinnaM- is a handsome,
LEXINGTON; Ky. (AP
mission. A three-point play by
The strapping 6-3, 197-pound straight-backed athlete who is
University of Kentucky coach Andrews made it 74-39 midway former Heisman Trophy winner articulate, outspoken and still
Adolph Rupp may be looking through the second half.
from the Naval academy is given to military protocol.
for a new teapot if his team
State enjoyed only parttime conscious that at 29 he conHe, mils almost everybody
can't generate some steam.
service from scoring leader cedes an edge in experience to
-- "I guess 'it's hard to get Jack Bouldin, who, was suffer- his rival in next Sunday's
"I'm really a sporadic runsteamed up' when you're 24 ing from a shoulder injury.
championship game,26-year-old ner," Staubach explained. "In
ahead at tbe half," the Ken-"We played him anyway," Bob Griese of the Miami Dol- some games I don't run at all.
tucky Baron said Monday night - bald Davis, "because we can't phins.
In others, - may run a great
Alukkete,
after. his. troops demolished --- --withoui
without his
"Griese is a more complete deal. It depends on the circurnississipp
Akaddiri scored only four Potrita-'quarterback than I," he said stances."
Southeastern Conference basThe victory lifted Kentucky • during a practice break at the
During the past season, StauBIG CENTERS •BUMB-Los Angeles Lakers' _center Wilt_ ketball battle.
' to an 8-2 moral re_CSIrd and 2- -.New Orleans Saints' workout bach' rushed the hall 4.1 times
A
"Our defense troe down-iii .
Chamberlain (13) bumps Milwaukee Backs' center Kareem
Mc mark, "no State field. "He has control of his for 343 yards and an 8.4 averover the place, and I wasn't -dropped to 14 overall and I-3 In .team-I don't. That is the ma- age with two touchdowns. He
Abdul-Jabbar (33) away from the basket as be tries to provide
_401.14-Ak.A...,xmference.pialir
o
-- "nor differericer-- --speee fee a teammate during NBA action at Milwaukee Suaday.-_-_,Rkaaeftwith_ _.: igiPar
- -reompleted 126 of 211 passei-fli-----"We let this Watkins guy run .
The Bucks stopped the Lakers' 33-game winning streak by whtGriese is a five-year veteran 1,882 yards and 15 touchdowns.
wild."
Mug 120-104.
out of Purdue. This is the first He had only four interceptions.
.
The man to whom Rupp re(AP WieeiiiM)
. regular season of play-virtual. Since he inherited the No. 1
leered was Jeff Watldne, a sub
the rookie year-for Staue.Dallas job from Craig Morton,
-Who Wyed 24 minutes and .38
-both, who spent four yeareht-r- the Cowboys have won nine
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C. , Nevi service, including artar straight.
seconds for the visitors and hit
.12 of 18 field shots and his only (AP)- Three assistants to for- in vietnam, beam it.turaing to' By cortiparison Grieseha
free throw for a total of 25 mei' Wake Forest football civilian life and pro football bt _earned the hail 26 tones fer 82
points.,
--EralaFeld Stoll have agreed to me
average
But Kentucky,which led 54-27 remain on the staff of new
Whereas Griese is permitted. pleted 145 of 263 passes for 2,at the half, got 34 points from coach Tom Harper.
by Coach Don Simla to call al- 089 yards and 19 touchdowns
center_ Jim. Andrews _and
Harper said hiondaY_ that 1111)3t
Cutilegame Stairbatir
He- had nine trite! cephons
The Georgia Tech job is wide
By KEN RAPPOPORT
foot-1 Lamar scored 38 points from Tom Parker to more than Over Jayrnes, Billy Mitchell is merely the feeder and the arand Wright Anderson will re- chitect for Dallas' plays, shutSports Writer to lead Southwestern Louisiana offset Watkins' efforts.
open and the AFCA convention
The university division and Associated Press
"That's enough of that kind main with the Deacons. He also tled by messenger from the Hole-In-One Made In Fog
unan
-was
also is.
Lamar
Dwight
Long
over
a
to
victory
90-83
the
of
college division coaches
an unwant- Beach State for the Bayou Clas- of game," said Missitaimi said football recntileutatlhauL_hench on every down.
- The hotteet one right now for
SANTEE," Calif.(AL,i_ The
year will be honored at a ban- known quantity and
see;---- -„when / feel my quarterback fog was so dense
Coach - Beattie State coach Kermit Dsvis, baseball
the Tech Post is Frank Broyles,
in high school.
sic title.
quet Thursday night. Major col- ed commodity
---sti---to
will
lost
team
TennesSee
bITOMa
Feathers
whose
Arkansas
is
country
class of '47. The
whole
the
Now
11th-ranked
Providence
upset
green
e
couldn't
ciani
let
I'll
experienced
Is
enough?
lege nominees are Jack Musick
coach was nowhere to be found
about Southwestern Villanova 76-59; 15th-rated Ken- by a 33-point margin Saturday assistant coach.
' __.......bim call the plays,' says Da__ when be clammed tibe.ball.with
CeenelL,IetTateeratiot L'enn talking
--regfcreistuelty-played Its first
at least, he • was- of
Monday
little, old- 'pointa four-wood Suit*
- . a the
• las Coach Tom Landry.
State, BM Dooley of North thuisiana's
the
almost
entire game - - -TAIIROMANfer SOFAS _ _
nowhere to be found here.-State 104-76 and 19th-rated -string
tee
Cone
Winirtaks
Staubach, is nott offended so
Carolina, Bear Bryant of Ala- maker.
SYRA-CUSE,- firYT -AAP)
The rumor goes one step farpure:shoo** Hawnit.waioped Rice wee in Monday night in what appeared
i_.....Much by this lack of confidence try ClOb: But two-other_ jean -bama, Bo Scheintrechler of „ "He'S3he best
_Deiwwsfiwyw
,
.
vms
eph„
s
•-ew,,,..
-ther and saYs that Broyles was
says Long other games Monday night to be an effort to top Tened the 204-yard shot asa
Michigan, Bob Devaney of Ne- ree ever seen,"
of Westbury. N.Y., and Bob as by the tag that has been
nessee's 33-point margin.
off in secret session somewhere
Coach Involving rated clubs.
basketball
State
Beach
plastered on him as "the bole-in-one.
braska, Cbselt Fairbanks of OkP
e
nation,.
i
tDoaoitrniesg
Dev
ron.
,the
Lemert.wtx)
a_g.cr.a
he
h
kopreend
S
led
i
'baares.
with
,
.
se
a
u
s_yrak
Monday with Bobby Dodd,
who should
lahoma and Jim Sweeney of Jerry Tarkanian,
for
1=160 ANEW 011=60.4I=R04MN 011E160•ININI•0••I1
, •MED.0•1111EN.o
.
--Tech's athletic direeter,-who
-tbeIrrubbed
fir
imotr
college division scarers last Kentucky, but said he didn't ketball team this season
Washington State.
will dominate
"Kentucky
think
to
lived
and
has the chore of finding a
product
school
high
average,
year
36-point
NEW
95
*
a
*
with
SHIPMENT
DuVal averaged 19 2 points a
The college division winner
,coach to replace Bud Carson,
it.
now has a chance to win the the league they way they have gameior the Orange freshmen
ea.1
will be named from among Bob regret
-8-Track
and
Cassette Tapes
who was fired Saturday.
Lamar, who scored 42 points univerelly division scoring title-in Past Years."
last season. Dooms, who is
Odell of Williams, Tubby RayTwo other Georgia Tech
to booit his na- because his school has moved - Kentucky jumped to an early 6-foot-5. averaged 11 points a 'LEACH'S TV AND MUSIC
Dixieland Center!
mond of Delaware, Stokely Ful- Monday night
10-1 lead over the hapless Ma- game and made 265 rebounds
grads are Pepper Rodgers of
bverage and help up in status.
•omp. inim.o.4.0.imp
ton of Hampden-Sydney, Jack tion-leading
I
ago
UCLA-"o-_- years
Resin' Cajuns
Winning both divisions would
Doland-of McNeese State,- Dan the 13th-ranked
,-Would haitaTtunped at the job,
Northwestern Louisiana be precedent-setting, but it
Boisture of Eastern Michigan, defeat
-.but now"-and Texas Tech's
never enjoyed the li- wouldn't surprise his coach,
Jerry Olkon of North Dakota, 101-88,
Jiro Caren.
melight
at Columbus East high Beryl Shipley.
Arkansas
of
Don Dempsey
school.
"He's the finest outside
Tech and Tony Knap of Boise
Another good one has OklaIn fact, when Tartanian vis- shooter I've ever coached,"
State.
homa's Chuck Fairbanks going
ited the city he had only two says Shipley. "He's as good a
to Michigan State, his alma CLEMENTE NAMED
players in mind for recruiting natural, rawboned shooting
meter, as coach and athletic diNEW YORK(UPI)-Roberto purposes-Ed Ratleff, his cur- guard as any in America,"
rector, with Duffy Daughterty Clemente,the 37-year-old Veter; rent star, and Nick Connor,
Marvin Barnes and Larr3
out as coach. But Fairbanks an whose .414 average led the now with Illinois.
22 point
says his "plans are centered Pittsburgh Pirates past the
And when Ratleff -suggeSted Ketvirtis each scored
around OldShoma-anit-----tiff--- Ilardmore Orioles in -& 1971 that Tarkanian look at Lamar, 'lead Providence over Villa; sides, I don't think Michigan World Series, was named the coach suggested back: "No nova. Henry Siemontowski
State would ever have one man Wednesday as winner of the thanks, I've never heard of scored 28 points for the Wildcats, who lost only for the secdo both jobs."
Babe Ruth-Awardeas the series'
outstanding performer by the
The final, ironic twist to the ond time in 13 starts.
Jim Andrews scored 24 points,
Almost every coach here New York chapter of the story came earlier this season
agrees the call that gave Mich- Baseball Writers Association of when Tarkanian was welcomed and Tom Parker added 28 in 4•
shelling
igan a safety in the Rose,,,Rowl America.
to -Lamar Country," The 6- KenteCky's roil*. The
3sent Mississippi State Coach
Kermit Davis to cover.
"That's enough of that kind
of game," said Davis.
Al Davis scored 19 points to
BY' DON CARR
pace Hawaii's triumph over
Rice.
TOP TWENTY TEAMS - JANUARY 10, 1972:
Elsewhere, Maryland de92.1
- 101.9
11 - KENTUCKY
1 • U. C. L. A.
Wake Forest 49-46 befeated
92.0
CALIFORNIA
SO.
96.4
12
2 - MARQUETTE
hind Tom McMillen's 17 points
- 91.4
- 95.9
13 - MARYLAND
3 - NORTH CAROLINA
- 91.3
- 95.4
14 - MARSHALL
4 - SOUTH CAROLINA
and Pitt upset previously-unde- 91.1
. 94.5
IS - PENNSYLVANIA
5 - LOUISVILLE
West Virginia 91-76.
feated
91.0
STATE
BEACH
LONG
16 - 93.4
FLORIDA

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
. Associated.Press_ Sparta Writer.
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. (AP) Hanging out the college football
wash:
The world's largest employment agency, also known as the
American Football Coaches Association convention, officially
opens today.
Registration began Monday
and the lobby of the Diplomat
Hotel was packed wi
------eoaaheireleeltherTa assistants
and assistants looking for head
.coaches ... and head coaching
jobs.
There aren't many head jobs
open, particularly among the
major colleges. Officially,
ford and Georgia Tech are in
the market, but look for Stanfore to elevate Mike White, offensive coordinator and line
coach,to succeed John Ralston,
gone to the Denver Broncos of
the National Football League.
The announcement should come
before too long.
Like Ralston, White is a California alumnus and was a Cal
aide before coming to Stanford
in 1964. That's ironic, because
-- the Cal-Stanford -arsenal skirmish is knoten on the West Coast
as the Big Game.

against Stanford and a late 1210 learL-rStanford eventually
won 13-12-was one of the worst
ever.
"Would you have squawked if
that had cost you the game?"
John Ralston was asked.
"No," was the answer.
"From the bench, I couldn't
see it:"
The AFCA's rules committee,
headelUirelietaJack ourilce
ft-gents Barbara, likes things
pretty much as they are and
has only a few minor recommendations for the NCAA's
rules committee, which has the
final say.
If the coaches have their
way, the biggest change would
make defensive pass interference in the end zone a first
down on the three-yard line
rather than the one, provided
the play started outside the
three. If it started from inside
the three, the proposed penalty
would be half the distance to
the goal line.
Another suggestion would
make kickoffs and missed field
goals that land in the end zone
automatic touchbacks.'Tbe airrent rule-applies 'only to punts.
The key word is "land." - All
other recommendations are extremely minor ones.

NEW ORLEANS(AP)- To
eir_
erta
Staubach, the jili

VVith Defense In,
Mississippi Game

STATE
INDIANA
S. W. LOUISIANA
VIRGINIA
OHIO STASI_

-

92.9
92.6
92.5
92.2

17
18
19
20

,

VILLANOVA
TENNESSEE
ST. LOUIS
ILLINOIS

Lamar Surprising

- 90.9
- 90.8
- 90.6
90.5

COLLEGE DIVISION 70, TWENTY TEAMS - JANUARY 10. 1972:
-- 11 - PHILA. TEXTILE
46.0 •
•
44 - FAIRMONT
- 82.1
MDUSTON
- 81.7
13 - SAM
VA. COMMONWEALTH 14
- 80.1
15 - YOUNGSTOWN
•
16 - TRANSYLVANIA
17 • HOWARD,PAYNE
- 79.1
18.- GARDNER WEBB
- 79.0
19 - CREYWEY STATE
- 78.6
20 e BETHEL-TENNESSEE -

1 LOULSIAJIA TECH
2 - EAU CLAIRE
3 - TENNESSEE STATE
4 - ASSUMPTION
5 - EVANSVILLE
6 - S. F. AUSTIN
7 - KENTUCKY STATE
T'NNA_EASTERN MICHIGAN
9- C
-77.6
10- AKRON -

77..3
77.0
76.7
76.Er
76.3
76.2
76.1
76.0
75.8

OPPyMEN7
MARLIN
'
FAVORITE
MARGIN
FAVORITE
GAMES Of 1-13-72 - CONTINUED,
GAMES Of 1-13-72
SO. MISSISSIPPI
14
WEST ThOSS-....__...crt
44- - -ALASAMA A & M
ALABAMA STATE
LASALLE
WESTERN KENIU
ARLINGTON
6
CENTENAR Y
GAMES or
12
ARMY
COLGATE,
WY
11
ARIZONA STATE
BELMONT
DAVID LIPSCOMB
.1
VEST
2
DELTA STATE
8
B.THEL-TF.NNESSEF
VARY.
GEORGE WARMINGTON
BROWN
SUFFOLK
21
BRANDEIS
POTS DAM
19
BUFFALO STAIE
CARSON NEUMAN
L. M. U.
18
SONOMA STATE
19
CHICO STATf
17
MARS HILL
CAT*118A
ARIZONA
14
COLORADO STATE
9
CHRISTIAN BROS.
MARTIN
GREENVILLE
22
CONCORDIA-MO.
io ILLINOIS COLLEGE
CULVER ere-crepe
SOUTHERN OREGON
EASTERN WASHINGTON 26
9
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
EVANSVILLE
MILES
14
FISK
COLORADeMINES
17
FORT LEWIS
22, MISSOURI VALLEY
GRACELAND
FURMAH.
R I GHMOND
5
SANTA FE
14
GRAND CANYON
24
LAAN EG I E MELLON
GROVE CITY
WASHINGTON F. LEE
24
GUILFORD
3 'PEPPER DI NE
LAS VEGAS"
.
EUREKA
29
IOWA WESLEYAN
24
PFE I FFER
LENOIR RHYNE
CHAPMAN
21
LOS ANGELES STATE
11
LONG BEACH STATE
IRVINE
INDUSTRIAL
MISS.
44
OWENS
LeMOINE
UNIVERSITY
LAMAR
14
TECH
LOUISIANA
MONTEVALLO
3
LIVINGSTON STATE
RENO
20
LOYOLA CALIF.
NILES
25
N. E. ILLINOIS
N. W. LOUISIANA
2
McNEESE STATE
MADISON
56
OLD DOMINION
OZARKS - MI SSOU R
19
MARYMOUNT
CALIFORNIA TECH
POIN*A
CITY
VALLEY.
22
MINOT
COLORADO WESTER%
REGIS
"
GRMBL I NG
MISS. VALLEY
BELOIT
RIPON
•
PAI NE
MOREHOUSE
PRATT
IC
SACRED HEART
N. K. LOUISIANA
iotArii TEXAS
5
I SL AUS STATE
STAN
20
ST.
FRANCISCO
-SAN
9
SAMFORD
OGLETHORPE
IT
34
lirsA
arcaccroww-D.,
17
ricirir
CALIFORNIA
16
CALIFORNIA
HOFSTRA
ST. JOSEPHS-PA.
WASHBURN
12
-COLORADO
SEATTLE
2
'
SAX FRANCISCO
ADAMS'STATE
3
LIAR
THERA
MARYS-CALIF
ST.
16
SANTA CLARA
FORT VA!.?
KEGEE
SPRING ARBOR
TENN E.SS EE TEMPLE . 1.2
STANFORD
TRINIIY-JEXAS
11
TEXAS ASH
C NI.I NNAT I
6
EASTENWNEW MEX144 , WASHINGTON,
TEXAS S042411ERN
WeSTMINSTER -1' IA?'
11
MEX.
NEW
WESTERN
csirnie
27
.
TRANS YL VANI A
MID:AMERICA HAT.
/2
WESTMINSTER -MO
ST. 1.4ONTS"'"I
TUOSA .
BAKER
11
WILLIAM JEWELL
DRURY
2
-:NION TENNESSEE
CONCORUIA•S%P.'
YANKTON
7
WEBER STAlE
'..TAM STATE
MISSED ZIJ
hal 1769
SLIIVILL
MIMS
cANA
QUIRILMJ 1972 5.5 ThL
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stsear we won.

NEW ORLEANS ( AP) Heavyweight boxing champ Joe
Frazier felt "good and strong"
today for his title bout here
Saturday night against young
Terfy Daniels.
Frazier, who has been idle in
the ring since disposing of Muhammad Ali last March 8, said,
"In fact. I'll be sharper for
The American Road Race
Daniels than I was for Ali.
is the big annual
Champions
of
-feel much strongerna- dragbash where, the best amateur
Frazier-latt_C nine rounds
riCirs. in the country get toMonday includieg-'0-ro--ageLinst
gether to find out who's who.
stablemate
---in_that kind of competition,
Anderson
and
Ray
winniril!rth&championship is a
'one with 'Mike Boswell He
rail achieverv44:punched both relentlessty and
So last year at Road Atlanta
the
keepinp
difficilty
they had
when our-Datsun 240-Z finpunches off.
"He's punching harder and
ished 1-2-3 in the C-producsharper and his reflexes are
tion championship. we figured
better," Anderson said.
Daniels quit for the day after
eight rounds, including two
against Sonny- Moore. Daniels
bounced „Moore around the ring
with.lightning combinations of
solid left hooks and right leads.
Moore, who was successful last
week in keeping Daniels on the
ropes,iouldn't do it this time.
"He was movingeltster ,and
punching sharper,- Moore said
""He stayed off those ropes
604 So. 12th Street
He's getting himself ufr"
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This year we did a little better.

808 CHI

Arrangen
for all oc,

Hospitt
we'd done very well
This year we did a little better,Our 240-Z won C-produc'
eon again, followed closely by
three more Z-cars in 2nd, 3rd
and 4th place. Meanwhile.
Datsun took the D-production
class title and a Datsun 510
walked off with the B-sedan
championship.
At this rate next year ought
to be a lulu'
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Petty Going For
444auftit Victory

Simla Guarantees President's
flay Witt-fle-Used This Sunday

Archer Wins-Glen

-DAYTON A- REACH, Fla.
(1101)- Richard Petty will be
going after a record fourth vic, By MIKE RATHET
would run for re-election since the focal point will be the inditory in the Daytona 500 at Day- •
By BOB GREEN
but it was big George all the
Associated Press Sports Writer the down-and-in--a maneuver
tona International Speedway " Associated Press Golf Writer
vidual battle between Warfield
way.
NEW ORLEANS( AP)- Don in which Warfield streaks down trying to catch it and Renfro
Feb. 20.
•
LOS ANGELES (AP) He and Hill both hit it stiff on
Shula guarantees it will be the left sideline and then veers trying to stop it.
Petty, NASCAR's grand na- "You know," Tommy Aaro the first hole and birdied, but
it
figured
Landry
Tom
used.
toward the middle of the fieldtional point title winner and top
And right now Warfield apGeorge took the lead when the
would be. ,Paul Warfield is is used frequently by the Dol- parently is trying to get a psymoney winner last year, was mused in characteristically slim, intense Hill bogeyed the
playing coy about it. Mel Ren- phins
Fast break was the name Of _quarters, leading-at the break among the early entries for the thoughtful, soft-spoken fashion,
chological edge-which might
hole, and Archer led the
fro knows he Will have to stop
Shuts was even willing to help more than Nixon's play- the game as the Murray Middle 51-18. 65-26 is the score that the big race over the 2.5-mite-Day- "it's almost impossible ,f. second
way.
the
of
take. a Joe Narnath-like stance calling.
School simply wiped out the Cards took home with .them, tona tri-oval.
George Archer to make a boAaron and Hill each had a
Everybody on the Super Bowl and guarantee that Nixon will
Another early entry Was Bob- gey."
"I was sort of surprised when visiting Mayfield Cardinals last trying desperately to forget
shot at him, but Aaron was beteams is talking about it-ex: see it.
by Allison, who ranked second
everything about it.
he suggested it," Warfield said. night, 65-26.
Tommy was standing in the trayed by four short putts that
cept Duane Thomas, who isn't - -`3.- can guarantee you'll see "I knew he was a staunch foot•
flariipe in the evening, the to Petty in money winnings on fifth fairway while Archer was wouldn't drop and
The host quint broke it open
Dave
talking to or about anything.
the play," said Shuts. "It's one ball fan, but to know the exact from the very beginning as they seventh graders hat' more the NASCAR circuit last year. flailing away in the woods in
together,
all
it
ke4p
couldn't
What is it?
of our favorites."
Petty will "drive a 1972 Ply- their 18-hole playoff with Dave finishing with six birdies and
maneuver ... he's probably jumped out to a commanding trouble with the Mayfield junior
It's the President's Play.
That didn't exactly come as a seen the play on national tele- 20-2 first quarter lead.
mouth'. Allison has switched Hill for the title in the Glen three bogies.
;team.
The President's Play is the major surprise to Landry, who vision.
The Cards led their hosts for from a Mercury to a Chevrolet Campbell-Los Angeles Open
The Cards had trouble even
.
The former Masters chammaneuver President Nixon has apparently will have to go into
suc- Which wdl be prepared by for- golf tournament.
"But," said Warfield, throw- getting the ball downfloor as the three periods before
pion, who had six birdies, pointsuggested that Shuts have his the game without presidential ing in the psychological needle' Murray five took the ball away cumbing to a !outfit quarter mer driving ace Junior Johnson.
He was right.
ed to two tough pars as the'
Miami Dolphins use in Sun- assistance.'
Petty earned $333,148 in prize, -.Archer, a 6-foot-6 former keys.
for Renfro's edification, "It's time and again and outran them press 37-32.
"He," said Landry, speaking not necessarily my best pat- bock-down the floor for the feat
day's Super Bowl game against
Allison
and
year
money
last
The Middle School's next
ranch hand from Gilroy, Calif.,
The fifth was one, where he
Dallas Cowboys-a of Nixon, "picked a play we tern. Just because of the atten- break and two points.Landry
- game i> at, Brupel J -Monthly -wait-made a miracle par on the hit a terribk die,hath"
down-sad-in pass from Bob have a geed "thin* -01 seeing tion doesn't mean I'll go to it or
r, The Daytona 500 cliMaiii the fifth, then clinched it all with a
-Murray started substituting night at 7:00 RAI.
his second down an adjacent
Geese to Warfield.
run-there's a distinct possi- stay away from it.
annual Daytona speed weeks fantastic chip shot that saved
after that first quarter rout but
SCORING
•
fairway, then had 160 yards for
It hit everyone with about as bility it'll be uked."
Murray(65)-Wilder 20, program which opens the week- par on the 17th hole and went a third shot. He hit it 15 feet
"If it happens I'll just be the Mayfield youths couldn't do
---,--much surprise as the Presithree on to a two-stroke victory in
Boone 13,-Sinter-10T-Hibbsed- 7, end of Feb. 5-6 with
Sh4la maY-litiarantee and----thinking of my-pattern-making- any better against them.
from the pin and rolled in the
dent's announcement that he Landry may anticipate it, but adjustments on my release By the end of the half itlrgs_ Frank 7, Williams' 3, Thurman race program highlighted by the the fight for the 825,000 first putt for a par 4.
_iix - hour Daytona Continental- .
--.-frem the line id-scrimmage-1e just a question of time The
_ &ad -the 17th, a long Per
r-Feb. e. me-Continental has re.- Archer shot ifylve-widei;:par three,.
TfaiititiccesSfil.lteeauselM- score-41-Th6l pains was 010.
-81tIrr8Y-SgreffarT877"--Slrm
was the other one.
The Tigers were able to coast 13, Hudspeth 12, Rollhis.7, Lane Placed the 24 hairs-01 Daytona. 11 in the playoff round while.
President suggested it, doesn't
Arch.e the
held a two-stroke lead at
mean there's any additional on through the third and fourth 6, Wells 1. •
Aaron and Hill each had a 68 in time, but hit his tee shot to the
the mild, sunny weather-that- left, _tiv _ball
pressure."
down w
NAVY HAS 11 RIVALS
ANNAPOLIS. Md tAP) - bathed the 6,823-yard litheht- little hill some * yards from
_ . And, then, maybe for
ro'a benefit, he.reiterated.
,For the third straight ' year Park Golf Course and the ex- the pin, while Aaron put his
"It doesn't mean I'm going to
Navy will play an 11-game.foot- tra-day crowd of about_4,000 some 8-10 feet below the cup.
By TRE.4SSObIATED-PRESS -group includes: No. 11 Villeball schedule. The Middies have who came out to see the three
After wiping -out the state of nova; No. 12 Fldrida State; No: use it. It doesn't mean I worrt
Archer was faced with a vel,
added WIlliamand Mary- for a tour-tested veterans.
Louisiansti-Ne-tise-HT"- - - --tegon,
home game here on Sept. 16.
14 Brigham Young; No. 15 KenAaron and Hill, each 34 and difficult chip, over a little kno
college basketball polls.
Other Navy foes next fall will each a dozen Or mine years on 'to a slanting green. He made
Renfro' a course' has seen
The Bruins, who trimmed tucky; No. 19 Hawaii and No.
Jeff Rhodes and 57 per cent
-Warfield run the pattern which
By JEFFREY MILLS
be Penn State. Boston College, thx. pen mac rota, home.$11057fi the delicate shot brilliantly,
bothDregon State and Oregon 20 Marshall
g
Aundated Press writer J
MicnIgan. nyracuse. P11r Force.
---betlid in the American
7
over the weekend, continue t4:1
apiece from the total purse of running the boll about-six feet,
Oulif: Notre Dame. MIL
Conference championship game
Morehead State's sophomores over Lander.-The victory was
$125,000 in the traditional open- by the hole audabdrang the Putt ride high, wide and handsome
.
gi a'Tech and Army
against Baltimore, setting up don't have much experience so Campbellsville's second' in
ing event on the long pro tour- coming back,.
as the nation's No. 1 team tothe Dolphins' final touchdown far, but coach Bill Harrell is three nights over Lawlerday.
t
• N._
The Top 20 viith first place in a 21-0 viotocy with a 50-vard,7..
.-doing what hr-iraiw To recti6-`
_ -A .nationwide panel of sports votes
in parentheses, won-lost reception.
that
priters and broadcasters doled records through - Sunday's7-or In the Eagles' final tnneup
-st
Renfro' -c'
gut 39 of 41 first-place ballots to
and' WW1 Pints on t4e 4hat, but he also .re.members.7 _before the start _of Ohio _Valley.
n- UCLA and fattened the Bruins' games
-7 being singled out as one of the Conference play, Harrell start"....__
basis of 20 for first, 18 for sec:
'
(point margin over Marquette. ond, 16, 14, 12, 10,9,8, etc,
goats in last year's Super Bowl ed five sophomores and his
, The Bruins, who led the War- through 15 places:
loss to Baltimore, having tipped youngsters responded with a
tors by /2 points last week, ac- -1.-1:TCLA (39) 10-0
.810 a pass that fell into John Mack- 104-04 win over Illinois State
cumulated a 96-point margin 2. Marquette (I) 10-0
ey's hands for a Colt touchdown Monday night
tha titne=416 to 720. May- 3 _N. Carolina 9-1
Eastern Kentucky didn't d9.
6*---tri- their 113 victory.
quette, which defeated No. 4 4. S. Carolina 7-2
43
Renfro still lives with that. ;, as well in the Colonehr last
euth Carolina over the week- 5. Louisville 9-1
489
"I think I'll always be, start before beginning-Or
end, got the other first-place 6:" Pennsylvania 9-1
Renfro
said.
"I
403 haunted by it,"
play, losing to powerful Ond
;ballots'and maintained a Strong .7.-Lang Beach St. 12-1
322 was in a trance afterwards. I Roberts 102-96.
.
• grip on NO. 2.
Virsinia 1141
In other genies
.320 didn't answer the phone for six
, North Carolina, which wallop- 9. Ohio State 9-2
247 weeks. I still don't think I 'Kentucky colleges,
ed Farman_ last , week, re1
irsr 94_
touched the ball.- The--filins-1-* state lashed calvary _
-;,icairted No. 3 with 630- points 11..VWanova 10-1
167 saw were inconclusive.
Cumberland defeated Teawhile South Carolina stayed No. 12. Florida St. 11-2
with nesaee Wesleyan 87-78, Union
b wi
98
"But I've learned to live
th
4w1432.
92 it."
13. SW Louisiana 6-1
bested Pikeville 94-75 and
After that, -the rants don't 14. BYU 10-2 77
Campbellsville beat Lander 104took-- quite the same ea last '15. Kentucky 8-2
Now he's living with thoughts 81. Kentucky easily got by Mis69
week.
65 of the President's Play.
16. Illinois 9-1
sissippi State 101-76.
Louisville moved up two 17. Indiana 8-3
63 - "You've got to give Warfield
Modeit920W
In tonight's only games,
spots from seventh to take over 18. Missouri 11-1
The STRAVINSKY
50 credit-he's great," Renfro Transylvania is at Thomas
for Indiana, which iplunged 12 19. Hawaii 10-1
Superb stereo MUSIC In a striking
49 said. "He has great quickness More and Northern Kentucky
. spots to No. 17 after losing two 20. Marshall 10-2
ontemporary-styled cabinet Genuine
48 .and a weave that seems to de- journeys to Rose Hillman.
games. Penn remained No. 6
oil-finished Walnut veneers and select
Others receiving votes, in al- stray defensive backs. Because
Morehead's sophomores outand Long -Beach State, Vir- Thabetical order, Colorado of thatand the success he's had rebounded the taller Illinois
hardwood solids, exclusive of smart,
decorative front
ginia, Ohio,State and Southern State, -Duquesne, Houston, he'psyches a lot of people out. State team 61-48 as the outside
California each advanced a spot 'Jacksonville, Maryland, Milk- SO I can't just worry about one shooting of Leonard Coulter in
1:1Y-NOS 7-1-9-10, respectively. -Kesola, ITtirthern -Illinois, play because 'he'll be beating the closing stages of the game
'
-Aateoptillfamatagage!".11111w
ripped the ISU zone defense.
Two new teams showed up in Princeton, St. Bonaventure, St. me on something else."
put
been
he's
knows
he
But
SyrLouis,
St.
Coulter scored 28 points and
the second ten, No. 16 Iffinoia John's, N.Y.,
acuse, Tennessee, Texas-El on the spot.
•
grabbed 18 rebounds as the
and No. 18 Missouri.
The rest of the blue ribbon Paso, Toledo, West Virginia.
"My job," he acknowledged Eagles garnered their fifth vic"is going to be to know when tory against four losses.
Eastern led Oral Roberts 53Twin 200 Canc•Ilepci
that down-and-in is coming."
51 at halftime. But the Oklahim.
on
pressure
the
That's
LOS ANGELES(AP)---. The
homa team spurted to a 14previously announced "twin
But then there,. is one man point lead in the second half
200" auto racing event at OnNEW YORK (UPI)-The vibe might be able to offer and Eastern never recovered.
tario Motor Speedway April 9
United Press International top help-a Erallas fan who will be George Bryant had 27 points
has been canceled, raceway of20 major college basketball here in person, and Jost Illijght for Eastern and Charlie Mitficials report.
teams with won-lost records as be. able to offer Renfro a chell added 22 as the Colonels
The officials said after a
of Jan. 9 and first-place votes defensive maneuver to counter fell to 5-4 for the season.
board of directors meeting
the down-and-in.
ih parentheses:(Sixth week 1
Model C9225t Ttto ELGAR-.
Monday here that the cancellaThe fan's name is Lyndon
Points
Kentucky State, the number
Team
_
Early American styled -cabinet in
tion was because of a policy to
Elegant
Johnson.
in
team
Division
350
two
College
(10-o)
1.'UCLA (34)
genuine Maple veneers and select hardwood
'stage only first-rate races such -2.Marquette (10-0) •
311
the nation, got back on the winsollds with the look of fine distressing,
as Ontario's California 500 next
track with the easy victo3. North Caroline (94) -256
Weaver Added To List ning
exclusive of attractive decorative front.
Sept-. 3:
powerful
The
Calvary.
over
ry
156,
4. South Carolina (7-27
5:Penn (54)
lifINNEAPOLLSTAP)- Earl Thorpbreds, after losing two of
145
118 Weaver, manager of the Ames their last three games and
6. Louisville (94)
-SOLID-STATE
-k.7
being extended into two overLong Beach St.(12-1) 110 can League champion Balti96 more Orioles, has been added times in the other contest,
8. Ohio State (9-2).
72 to the list of head table digni- rolled to a 60-34 halftime lead
9. Virginia (ITV)
58 taries at the Midwest Sports- and coasted the rest of the
10. Southern Cal(9-2)
.11,Missouri'(U-1)
33. casters Association mid-winter way.
808 CHESTNUT STREET
32 banquet Jan. 17.
12. Florida St..(11-2)
State's Travis Grant poured
27
Arrangements made to order 13. Villanova (10-1)
40W SbLID-STAfE AMPLIFIER
Weaver joined Brooks Robin- In 34 points on 15 of 23 shots
23
(9-1)
Illinois
14.
for all occasions
floor. Sam Siebert led
the
from
of
Torre
Joe
Orioles,
the
of
son
21
(10-2)
Young
15. Brigham
• MICRO-TOUCH® 2G TONE ARM
Parties
Hospital
i9 the St. Louis Cardinals, Ameri- Calvary with 29 points.
16. S.W. Louisiana (8-1)
Union came back from a 12• -STEREO PRECISION AUTOMATIC
14 can League President Joe Cr017. Duquesne (8-0)
Funeral
Gifts
to
half
first
the
in
deficit
point
Granger,
Dave
Wayne
and
nin
13
18. Kentucky (7-2)
4-SPEED CHANGER'
Cemetery
11 LaRoche, Tony Oliva and Her- defeat Kentucky Intercollegiate
19. Texas El Paso (11-2)
• SOLID-STATE FM/AMLST.EREO FM RADIO
7 mon Killebrew of the Minnesota Athletic Conference foe PikeCall 753-6100
20. (Tie) Indiana (8-3)
led
Swafford
Bill
villa.
Union's
banquet.
the
at
Twins
WE DELIVER
7
(Tie) Maryland 9-24 .
•- TAPE INPUT/Oil:TM JACKS
all scorers with 34 points and
for
tops
was
Greg Hatfield
IIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIITJIIII II II
Pikeville with 18.
ilunifillillininninffinglifillirt
. riininnininnininmou
=a=ilininm
=.=
Cumberland's win over Ten=
=me=
Wesleyan was its 10th of
nessee
Bat=
fn. name goes orril
AZfrAlliMir The Qualley goes In Dolor,
=•.=
the season to go with sit losses.
=NE
=.E
Morris Byrd led the winners
=0=
=mi=
with 20 points and Tarn .lentson
=a EE
=e=
.
and Melvin Harris each scored

urray Mi▪ ddle School
Demolishes-Mayfield-

All But

nois
orehead TOpsitrt-Colonels Beaten

AP Poll

Av- VALUE SPECT

our
lowest
price
evero

UPI Poll

If We Sell It ...
Well Service It!!

OVER 19 YEARS OF
SERVICE EXPERIENCE

betducly by
3rd
bile,
ction
510
ed an
,ught

CONSOLE STEREO
WiTH ALL THESE FEATURES

-•

Remember...we *still have
a full years Service Warranty
on all new-dolor sets sold

VALUABLE COUPON

=.=

Worth 100 Extra
Top Value Stamps
With 10 Gallon Purchase

=...
sa=
=0=

de St.-Murray, Ky.
RUARY

Is.
Campbellsville rode the 50
points of Bobby Embry - and

NEW MANAGER
ENE
=.1=
SALT-LAKE CITY (UPI)The Californkl Angels have
ENE named 46-Year-old Les Moss, a
ENE former- =Or least* catcher
=1.=
for 17 years, 'to manage the
pennant-winning Salt Lake Mi.,
=.1= gels of the Pacific , Coast
-Z-NE
2, 1972
ENE League.
Moss has been managing in '
tilMOMAMMUUMAihihfiffili67-- the'Minors stove 1942--

EN'S SYCAMORE SERVICE

=.=
COUPON EXPIRE
=a=
s.= 1111111111,11111111iliolimmilisimi.winilimitifini ttttt
31-4

We Have Only 1972 Models

COME IN_(dDAY! DON'T-MISS THI.S L.OVVi LOW PRICE'
S.

TUCKER Tlf
SALES & SERVICE
Authorized Zenith Dealer with Factory SuPirvised Service
Phone 753-2900
Coldwater Road at 5 Points
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Withdrawal Certificate
Requited To Sell Cattle7
-LEXINGTON;"—KY:—
, grodecers selling cattle for
#aughter must withdraw feed
eontaining4,..diethylstIlbestrol
I:DE.S) from the animals seven
days before slaughter. In addition, the cattlemen must
-written- --certifteate
stating they have withdrawn the
drug.
That is now the law, and it is
-essential that'llie Producers
comply, according to Nelson
Gay, Extension bid specialist
at the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture. The
certification regulation was put

Pest Control
Conference Set

dissatisfied with the trend
hopes and 'Wilt-tie.
events, when Uranus forms a warning is especially pertinent
,
hostile aspect to his Sun.
considering the chart for her
the
predict
cannot
-- We
husband, Ari On
He will
election outcome until both find himself besieged
is.by manymad of Agriculture on January
major parties have selected small worries and ailments. He
B.
their candidates. At that tithe, Is scheduled to take delivery on Cattlemen have no choice but
die will have more to tell you a fabulous yacht next summer,
to follow the law; it will be
about 'Mr. Nixon's chances. yet we believe his pleasure will
enforced, said Gay.
Let's consider the other leading be dimmed. People will refuse
"The UK specialist warned the
nders:
behave as he demands.
cgulatiwi mens -producer,Edward Kenne y as a
WevieWing 1971, we note that
A
new love is a distinet
on
a
cattle
market
can no longer
strong chart in 1972 and would
Antenber of events which were
day-to-day. basis. "btarketlng' forecast in this column have
make a formidable opponent. possibility for Liz Tayler, as
_
stars wilLbe even stronger letSun progresses to her
1am..ill Mot to be made a Tocatie to pass. Among these
- be:com- -Were thif California earthIf he waits Until 1976.. . . Watch chart Venus (the affections). week In Edminid Muskie closely. His You can expect Liz to make
mented. "Those cattle to be
the wedding of Tricia
kepi has some amazing headlines as she enters a new
heroresident's
, and the
sold will have to be removed
with the U. S. A. birth romantic cycle.
ties
withouLDES,
or
efforts to make the economy
and fed a elation
Health problems are inchart. Be will gain recognition
else the drug malt be 'removed swallow its sulfur and
dicated by the horoscopes for:
Connally
John
.
.
.
honors.
and
molasses,
via
the
freeze.
the
for
cattle
the
from 111
will enjoy his finest hour, as U Thant . . . John Wayne ...
We believe that man is not a
specified time."
moves to his birth chart Frank Sinatra . . Pope Paul
Sun
Gay said if there is evidence slave to his stars; rather, he is
Luck will attend him; VI . . . Franco and MamieJupiter.
who
may
use
the
traveler
a
being
aren't
rules
that 'the
makers,
--take note. .. Eisenhower.
king
followed, the drug will be withAnswer to Yesterday s Puzzle
George Meany's power looks
George Wallace will gain fresh_
drawn from the market,
secure for the time being.
UMO
00
joins
the
star
MOM
his
Sun
laurels,
as
3 Clothing
ACROSS
everyone will be hurt. `Tea
OMOMMM MOM060 of Fame,*cturus, Something Bob Dylan should avoid all
4 Cut off cjos_ely__ _
OM OMO00013 M0 W111 turrilout very nicely for
can't throw away
.medications, except on advicari Resorts
00 MOO MOMil him.' .. Meanwhile,' our
, P911esS9d
Of his doctors . .
that causes 15 *perceilk.shil.
and
d cured
mcm
red e
for
-d
OMMO 001510 EtL
MacLaine will have to work,
13 Performs
provement in gain and
state,
Williani
secretary
of
00MUO MOOD 30
6 Part of -to be'
percent improvement in feed 12 Solemn vow
, Rogers, will be climbing new hard to preservelter marriage. •
00011
COMO
GirEs name_
_2_ change colotot _ .- MU 210M12
STOCK
MARKET
efficiency and not have it hurt.
heiets. .:. Now, quick I 8 Inquired
$ Scat! of
114
ECONOMY: .
OUM 0000 000m' at our past presidents:
Both the producer and con9 Guts ot mon
00M0 MODO 00
Anew rash of bankruptcies in
sumer would suffer", he , liturgical prayer O. Nisei volume
OM UMMOMMR RV - Harry
offing. . Some 'of the
'trTin
OMER=
=IMMO
carbon
North .
. stock market
pressure on the
)
returns
to
its
place
In
estiny
(D•
The Extension specialist 19• Impel
03M00
OR
00111
lb Tidy
onward
may ease, now that the ophis horoscope around
emphasized that no DES-- 29 Doctrine
1972.... Lyndon Johnson must positions of Jupiter and Saturn
esmtratCnted
8e
18 ,R
22
residue has ever been found in 21 'Actual
43 Singing voice
36 Edges
44
- -On Zodiac money signs) have
Diminish
f
ie on guard for sudden,
23
23 -4.‘"ne01°44 "Tr TWankard's
t, although it has been
,
46 Fuel
24 Emmet
High card
tling events. The instigators: ended. However,I look for only
detected in the liver of animals 24
47
"
h
e
L,
o
0
hie
n
:grin"
38 'painter n
25 Farm animal
28
26
— - Mars(accidents or violence)in a gradual rise in the economy
mm'
which were fed the additive. In
27 Canine
sNt7tch.
40 Mountain
49 Alm
for 1972, despite government
ndly aspects to his
-29 Telltate stoop 4
nynk-street
NegartVe
animals which have been im 31
lrrittete
d
3 Coo
s
W
,
2 Cheap
efforts to prime the pump.. . .
32 ¶tt heart , . 30 oen.43, _
Uranus . surprises).
planted,Abe drug has not been
Mound Kiel,Mara-grid Saturn
strove
WORLD
*OY
THE.
Tenet.)
11- *49•71‘01
• found evedin the 'liver.
team up to oppose' Neptune,
4
3 _Pron:zn
cou
.
10
11
::::::
8
9
2
3
4 -:,,,s 5 6
7
-Gay emphasized the tinwhich could have an un•:?:!:
te effect OirlfieestOr
gueln_.
an
r
Race
IN
38
wenn
regulations. "Withdrawal from
psychology.
*****Imm •
Progressed
Mars
(anger)
and.
-59 Stir up
/116
17 HI
Ill
all drugs in compliance to 41 Classify
15•
Mercury (speech) will Join
NOSTFtADAMUS: His fans
•!•!•:
regulations is essential," lie 43 Warning
forces in her horoscope Muse and students of the Book of
Y4;•:•:* ii*:
19 II
!:!:!'.':!:•::.•.:!:!
concluded. For information on'
device
Revelations have a new
:-:•:0....:•:-4
:•:•::•:• 21
22 •:•:•: 23
how to obtain the required 41olor
Rhodesia (AP) thought to ponder. Writing of
SALISBURY,
-M4
X.:.
..1•O:
,
'nNO:•1•:•:
certificates, contact Gay at the 48 Mlbst„solttary 24
2g 29 30,
27
26
— Rhodesia's population rose to the Final War, Armageddon,
•
CountiY
Animal. Sciences Department,
5,495,200 in June 1971 from lass Nostradamus gives a clue. la_
Universttr: of' Ke
Roman
thaw'four million.10 years ear- verse 37 of his "First Century,"
:
3
1.
Lexington, Ky. 4054 fph. SOS- . garment
official figures show. The we read in part:"A little before
lier,
52 Paddle
_
.
1971
total included 5,220,000 the Sun-seta ... A bridge and :54 Periods of time
.'6'
•:•::::
:
4
42
39 40
sepulcher " shall be in two
40,1
!«•«•...:4
and249,0011whitex.
Unlor
s range p aces.
o
s
43
(poet)
TEL AVIV (AP) — The air'
- WI
11111111:;K::::: • 46
writer's knowledge, no one has
Shade tree
-force has announced plans for a 56
ArchLONDON (AF))_
57 Girl's n
nted-this out-befooit that would .eshibiteologists said they traced nine London Bridge and the temple
reel- aircraft and captured
successive stages of Roman oc- at Abu Simbel were both
planes, including Soviet-built
cupation, dating from 43 A.D., recently moved and are now to
55
1 Traded tor
tail M Mill
MIG jets from Iraq, Syria and
money
ONI:•:•:•IIMI
11
Mal.
in a dig on a school playground be found "in two strange
2_ Couple
Distr. by United Feature S thte, Inc.
Egypt.
in Chichester, Sussex.
places." Think about it.
By HAOrgrANTON
Coptco_Ntwe Service
_
-Astrology - is the
Science. Its beginning -isshrouded in the mists of antiquity. We know that,since the
days of old Chaldea, astr.ology
has been used to predict the
future, often with startling

-stars as his guideposts. The
factor of free keill, must always
enter our calculations. With,
in mind, we turn to 1972,_
'svhen national elections will be
held. our first topic, then, is:
POLITICS: _
President' Nixon is in real
trouble. This year will be
turbulent and unsettling for our
9ipricorn leader. He can be
-dly deceived about .15ther
people's intentions. Something
he wants maybe denied.
If he stands for reelection,
lqixon faces the Reit of his life.
Some support will come &fin
his stars. For example, his ruling planet Mercury makes a,
good aspect, and his Moon (the
public) is favored by Uranus.
Yet there are many adverse
portents in this horoscope. Mi.
Nixon will become strongly
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LEXINGTON, KY.—A
gr
-Tatir---TersPerators in the state
held January 14-15 at the
Agricultural Science Center on
—
the UniversitY- OrKeiducliit
campus.
"
Peat
---el_tral Operators' Conference
einpriasize
ezit and
cockroach control. Pesticide
irately for operators and cheats
• arid trends in -pesticide
• regulation aalso will be among
7 . /Wks discussed.
:• Bayard F. Bjornson of, the
Department of Health,
tducation and Welfare will
provide information on rodent
-tontrot. JdXTIes
head of the Department. of
Entomology at
Virginia
Polytechnic Institute, will cover
the
latest information on
cockroach biology and control.
The program is sponsored by
thellepartment of Entomology
of the ,UK College of
Agriculture. A welcome will be
giventy13.C. Pass,•chairman of
the -Entomology Department.
W.W.Gregory,FLG. Raney and
R• .A. Scheibner, all UK Ex,
volved in the program. L.H.
„ ownsend, UK instructor and
*searcher in entomology, will
*lao participate.
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WELRY

_Jot-liking another
Took at Kennedy
much money and power that
they need not comply with the
law of the land.
-II-itiTertain things happen in
our country, I'm afraid
of
things might be the
America as we know i
- The Democratic Party-haw It Is always of concern to me
presidential
tim some way stimulate your some very fine
hopefuls, and some equally fine
thinking. In America, we need men. But unfortunately their
not always agree in philosophy, commitment is to the liberal
because that wasn't what made bag. They would not only
our country great.
disarm America, but they
Many newspapers ran your
would kill its philosophy, too.
responses about the article. :$ -Kennedy is not running
Many responses shared my
publicly, but when your name
opinion and many did not. But is Kennedy, things happen
at the same time, many people
overnight.
wrote letters that would norIn the coming year of 1972, if
mally never_ be that concerned.
Sen.
Kennedy should win the
And for this, I'm very, very presidency
of the United
thankful.questions should
I don't want to be a one-man States, these
considered:
be
crusade against Kennedy, but
1. What do you think the
at the same time, facts speak
for themselves. I didn't create Army would do when this man
has tried time and_bme_agaip
the Chappaquiddick incident. to
make it weak?
I'm of the opinion that the
2.
What would-middIe-ciass
senator made a mistake. My
point was,and my point is, that America do because it would be
paying the costa for the
-ww-inclbridual-wbmwelmsaidor the cotuitry?----1:
.
•
has-been so Nemished ihosld
3. What position would the
not be given the additional
responsibility of running the United -Nations take? Would it
greatest country in the world. take total control of America?
4. Wil1Ws man disarm our
I didn't say my namp,:itas_countryrtir will he have us
Kennedy, and therefore I'm
liberal. As attorney general,! 'disarm ourselves?
- 5. 'What do you think the
_dibit order Arnerica_k_lik_pohre
' forte would do-,--or what
tegrate schools, while at the
would
their reaction be,
same time my children went to
predominantly white schools because this is a man, in his
which aren't really integrated liberalism, who has completely
to this day. As president, I forgotten his commitment to
didn't push housing integration our police.
Answer these questions
down middle-class America's yourselves.
throat, while the neighborhood
America can't
handle
lived in was segregated.another Kennedy, and another
..4s a black man, I am sick Kennedy
won't be able to
and tired of so-called "liberal," handle America.
phony white folks who have so
By VERNON E. BROWN
Copley News Service
I was very happy to see the
overwhelming response to my
recent article questioning the
presidential'qualifications of
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By PENNY LERNOUX
Copley News Service
BOGOTA — Huddled beneath
old newspapers in the intense
cold of an open doorway sleeps
a "litter" of small boys,
Colombia's future criminals.
These are the dirty-faced
children who hawk stolen
hubcaps on the boulevards of
Bogota, steal tourists' watches
and end up as teen-age murderefF.---rney are call-"prnines," a Spanish trans---lation-of the Preach word-, and
they number smut5,000 in the
--Colombian capital alone.
The abandoned child poses a
serious
social
problem
anywhere in the world, but in
poorer areas of Latin America
his dilemma is compounded by
the pathos of helplessness.
Colombia's "gamines," or
street children, represent only
a small portion of the country's
abandoned youngsters, and
they in turn comprise only one
more statistic in the dismal
Latin American picture. According to United Nations
figures, for every.100 children
born in Latin America, 70 are
condemned to die-in infancy or
live in the bitter poverty that
produces the gamine.
Nearly 40 per cent of Rio de
Janeiro's population lives in
slums. Twenty-one per cent of
Umas inhabitShts eke Out a
minimal existence in hillside
shacks. Half the births in
Buenos Aires' slums are
illegitimate.
- Though life 4n. Latin
America's rural areas i di!'
_ficult, the city slum produces
the majority of abandoned
children — children who are
permanent
to
doomed
alienation, who by the age of 10
are marijuana addicts and
adept thieves and have undergone a gamut of sexual
experiences. •

become an "apartamentero,"
or apartment thief, and in his
late teens a member of a
"respectable"
gang of
criminals that robs banks or
kills on assignment.
The gamine is encouraged in
this professional ascent by
government indifference and
the collaboration. of "responsible society."
"If you want a goodlwatdi
cheilr,Tairthe
Street to get you one," advises
awsalthy-Sogota-matron.--You
are likewise told to purchase
used-into parts irt—bargaii
urices train a chain of starts
that buys their merchandise
from the gamines.
After a few years on the
street, the gamine robs not just
for food alone but for the "fun
of it." This sense of adventure
begins early when six- and
seven-year-olds practice their
favorite sport of riding the back
fenders of speeding buses and
automobiles. Death is a
relative danger to those who
have starved or been severely
beaten or maimed by their
parents.

GALA FOR PONSELLE
BALTIMORE (AP) — The
Baltimore Opera Company will
present a gala concert on Jan.
23 to honor Rosa Ponselle's 75th
birthday. ...
Harry B. Cummings, president of the company, said,
"Mme Ponselle has for a lifetime given unselfishly of her
time and talents in behalf of the
development of opera. Additionally, she has worked
diligently in the cause of the
-Atherican-operatic artist."
Stars who will sing are Marilyn Horne, Lili Chookasian,
Sherrill Milnei, Robert Merrill.
-Eziu Fiagei.o and Jerome
Hines.
The concert wilt be a benchi.
with $25,000 Soptd to to, ta'aser
for the opera's endo-arnvit. 1.
lb most Latin countries, will be followed by a Lisai..poverty llas been a factor of pagne reception.
existence for so long that few
even notice the begging child
YOKOHAMA, Japan (AP) —
-who shocks the U. S.- tourist.
Dozens of "litters" occupy the The city fire department andoorways of Bogota after nounced it has a fire-fighting
nightfall, but the Colombian robot that is 6 feet tall, weighs
ignores them as part of the 1,322 powids and can move
through liurtiinebuildings douscity's traditional scenery.
The youthful widerworld of, ing flames. with its sprinklersthe gamine is organizethinto and sending out television picgangs of four to five children tures from lts camera-eyes.
whose average age is eight.
their* own
They
have
vocabulary?, their own' stn of
PRETORIA, South Africa
values, including equal (AP)
The National Parkssharing, and their own am- Board is studying the, possibitions. The child who steals
of building a jet airport
windshiefil wipers at age six bifity
National Park
may be a canstuTunate pick- In the. Kruger
pocket by ten. His dream is to wildlife reserve.
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Nixon during
Copley News Service
dear that the Chinese plan to
PEKINGWhether or not impress the President and his
President and Mrs. Nixon will
parly.when he comes to China
receive a large, ceresnonisd - lerletbruary for the first visit
welcome or just a modest one ever an American president
jr1 Peking probably will not be has paid this country.
.
made public here until their
The choice of places which
arrival.
the President will see is a good
However, it is already quite indication of what the Chinese

have in mind. First of all there
is Peking, the. -country's
caPttal•
_
Although Mr. Nixon comes at
a rather bad Wile of the year,
the Chinese.will surely manage
to have him come away with a
favorable impression of this
large, sprawling city. During

visitMore Cmr:fro
r rutiets

the winter, when the trees sea. some landmarks to offer, such ,
bare, 'Peking looks gray-, as the Temple bf Heaven in the ,. FRANKFORT, Ky.
, -A
certainly not her best
' south of the city • And there is . merger of the Arts and Crafts
However, there is the Old famous Tian An Men Square -and Gift Shop divisions of the
Forbidden City of China's with the Gate of Heavenly Kentucky Department of Parks. emperors, filled with culture,- Peace, ridtty decorated in gold opens up 26 additional
retail
history and a good measure of and brilliant hues of. green, red, outlets in an attempt to offset
a
yellow and blue - intensified $95,000
glamor.
deficit for the Arts and
1 . .
Peking id210 has some hand- by Peking's ever-present Crafts
'
Division for the past
• • •
bright sun and clear blue skies. year, Ewart W.
_
Johnson, parks
AMMIIMIMP
N
The President else will drive commission
er,
announced
..
•
_
Ch.
29*
i
v
rpebn
es
aeteWth
g_
alcur
CH. 12
i s.om
oj
beg
einfiere
ing
ninee
d
will
wth
ei
e „lohnso
toc!Thrrii3usg
aihd, the merger,"
VIDX R .
KFVS.
**handcrafts will
. .G raiT110011- il:00 Movie
several sumptuous dinners
iri News
730 Hawaii 5-6
now be sold in 32 park outlets.
oitheTiest
some
with
things
the
1:30
Theater 29
11:30.Cannon
thinese kitchen has to offer. 'throughout Kentucky instead of '
=-B:3111,11uck -7,0614mus Y••33 Weather
9:40 News
10:00.News
dinners and probably all six as was the case with the
The
10:00 Croat. Feat.
talks will take place
1030 Griffin
th the independent crafts division, and
10:30 Movie
DEAR ABBY I hasten to advise you apparently I did
enormous Hall of the People in this at no cost increase to the
not make myself clear when .1,
4 wrote it was all right for a
the center of the city, across 'Department of Parks."
Economic necessity pronip- '-Zinan to try to get his friend's wife pregnant, if his friend L
from Lan An Men Gate.
.5:43 Sun. Sem._ _ 9:45 Devotional __.
had tried and failed. I cited a Hindu religious book (The
From Peking, Mr. Nixon aid ted this move, the corn4:15 Break.. MOW 10:00 Movie
7:00 News .—.... 11:50 Sewing
Vedas] as proof, but Id not mean ta-say-ll is all
his party are scheduled to missioner pointed out, as Arts
12:00 Gourmet
8:00 Kangaroo
travel, to Shanghai, China's and Crafts lest nearly $70,000 in
12:30 3 Match
61:00 Lucy
Industrial center and still an the fiscal year 1970-n. With the-- _
In these modern times ha better to get artifial intern1:00 Movie
#9:30 Hillbillies
10:00 Fam. Affair 2:57 News
impressive and attractive city trend continuing for the first
ination under the care of a registered doctor. Years ago
,
10:30 Love-Li/a
3:00 Movie Goadby any standards.
months of last year, an- ..--Aristr,h thing was heard of. hence the advice in The Vedas.
11:00 Where Hoar'
3:30 Mcliale
..
--. _
The Chinese no doubt will additional lass os fame a25,000 • . Nobody has ever done such a thing in India today, lid'
11:25 NewS . 4:00 Bozo
11:30 Seardimake a point of letting Mr. -resulted.
5:00 Death Valley
personally, I would not go near it.
12:00 Farm .Pit. 5:30 Bill Dance
Nixon
get an idea of what their,Many
PREM AGARWAL •
12:05 News
of
Kentucky's
:57 News
hand.
accomplish
industry
has
.
12:20 Weather
6:00 Movie
-craft producers have smallVEAR-PREM: Thank yon for clarifying your statement:
12:30 World Turns 7:27 News
-_
Considering that
China's
family
1:00 Love
Many 7:30 Theater
-type operations, and.
1•
I heard frees.ninny readeri who took issue with it.
11
dustry
was
virtually
1:30 Guiding Light t_,3,
5 w„eiser.
..themeirimscraoftsf
2:00 Sec. Storm
9:40 News •
imexistenM"
--'715Ellit-ABBY: My daughter (Sally1-111 21 and has been .
21 5 yea
"ago;-4-th
rndso
ire
support,
2:30 Edge-Night
it is quite .at they have
ac- c ie
10:00 Creat._ Fast
3:001...*Ssie
.Johnson said.- He added that,-1. imiWried a year to Paul, a divorced man who has a 5-year10:30 Movie
.
4:06 Virginian
'Inr
adhshe
sott:lhe boy lives With his mother, but she sends him to
theyd:will keep pointing when possible, the same
12:00 Sports —,-.---gr '
5:30 News
-Paul's
whenever she wants to get rid of him, which is
haveource
sources
7:00 Special
s
of
supply
for handcraft
out to Mr. Nixon-as they
nearly every weekend.
1:00 Comedy Bowl
articles
will
be
done
to
previous
used.
visitors
that(
9:00 Mannix
At Christmas Paul said he and Sally were to go to his
_ .....
"Each gift.shop will have its
it is all of their own making,
10:00 News
/
ex's house to watch Junior open his presents. Then the "ex"
10:30 Griffin
without the massive foreign aid own handcraft section, separate
and Junior would be coming back to Paul's house, so the.
that has been poured into other froin other souvenir items, to
child could have another Christmas party in his daddy's!
_
in.
now
succasgful
'
display
the
uniqueness
of
these ,
s
house. My daughter refused to go along with these plans
dustrial nations.
native Kentucky products,"
--and I agreed with her. Paul went alone, and brought Junior
Finally the Chinese have Johnson concluded.
back, alone.
•_
--Chosen Hanchow, praise4-air4--My daughter
_tOLI11,ARgvliere
of.China's most beiaitibil
Junior is concerned.
cities, for President Nixon to
A MODEST WINNER I believe where There--is a divorce and--a--eblld, '
the
visit. Hanchow is a welliknown
YORK (APY- "There
NEW
parents should do what they can for the child, but leave the
resort, but now also has con4re more deserving winners of
other spouses out of it. What is your opinion?
siderable industry; silk and
the Heisman Award," said AuSALLY'S MOTHER
brocadeatre made in Hanchow. burn quarterback Pat Sullivan,
ThaChinese Wish Mr. Nixon "but none will appreciate it any
DEAR MOTHER: I think there should be.a special
. and MS party to see thier more than myself.place in heaven for any woman who marries a divorced
--POlitiOd and Industrial
Atte receiving dr. Downman with a first family. because as far ale Abe mad Is
_Peking.and Shanghai, topped town A.0 award symbolic of
concerned 'whether from guilt or whatever] his "first"
off with a bit of romantic being voted the natides outfamily usually comes flrek--drid lits-eame-br a
standing college player, Sullibeauty - Hanchow.
divorced woman with a first family.
The Chinese are well aware van said. "I sure would like to
• that Mr. Nixon's visit to the play pro football.
DEAR ABBY: I just read your letter about the woman
with two young boys. She said she regretted having the.
'fisainland
will
net
them
a
WELL, AT LEAST
second one. I went thru the same thing.
tremendous
amount
of
HE A'GREED '
THRIVES ON HORSES
' WITN ME
My oldest is 5 years old and the baby is 15 months old.
publicity and they want this
WELLINGTON (API - New
publicity to be as favorable as
Tboolder.boy was a model child. The baby was a headache
Zealand is exporting millions of
possible. So far, they have
from the Word go: He cried constantly. He never slept
dollars worth of racehorses
never failed to favorably imunless I walked him, and to top it off he was built like a
year
each
_
press any visitors to China and
Sherman tank and I'm only 100 pounds. Abby, I would have
the. year.ended June.,
itis Safe to assume they'agabv
away--by3.-every morning if I could have, and I
7ihoroughbreds worth 85,250,000
will succeed those seven- days
hated myself for feeling that way.
were exported with imports at
In February when the
1 talked it over with my doctor and he told me many
81.142.000.
presidential party is here.
mothers have a child like that. So tell that poor woman she
Most of °this trade is with
The Chinese will provide
Is not alone, but to wait until the baby is old enough to run
Australia and the Far East. In
everything to make the
around, amuse himself, eat with the family and play with
one recent month one stallion
presidential party feel cornand 31 thoroughbred fillies and
his brother, and he will settle down. Mine is still a lot of
'fortable and well looked after
mares, worth 8335,000. were extrouble, but he's improved tremendously and now I love
- even pampered.
ported to Japan.
him to pieces.
Western diplomats in Peking
There is also a steady sale of
MANTUA [OHIO] MAMMA
repeatedly have voiced the feat standardbred horses to the
DEAR ABBY: "Happy in San Angelo" praised her psythat Mr. Nixon, though known
United States
chiatrist for curing her of a depression, with hormones. A
to be a shrewd negotiating
psychiatrist who even considers a physical cause for an
partner himself, may succumb
GULFSTREAM IS EARLY
to the Chinese treatment and
emotional problem instead of blaming it on ."mother" is a
HALLANDALE, Fla. (AP)
wind up thirsair."-Vhe Chinese
.rare bird apparently found only in Texas. Too bad more of
GiaftteeaM Park will open
are well aware that 1972 is a early
the same aren't around.
during the coming winter
presidential election year and racing leason
The seaside
that President Nixon intends to track has the dates
normally
be reelected.'
What's year problem' lama feel better U you get it oft
used by Hialeah Park. The 40They are equally well aware day meeting will open
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box WM, Los Angeles, Cal.
Jan. 17
of the fact that perhaps for the and run through March 2.
MIS. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
first time they can actually
eavelope.
Racing secretary Edward C.
have a hand in the eleetion.of McKinsey says the track will
an American president - if have stable !pave for about
they play it right. Diplomats in 1,400 horses
Peking say they find this a
sobering thought.

ts on, getting'
friend's, wife.. pregnant

*- Ledger & -Times TV Schedule for Tuesday Evening *
CH. 6
CH. S
C14. 4

CH. 8
CH. 3
WPSD
101LAC •
WM* •
WSI X
=AWL
_.,
--.6.203 saro. 6:00.14ews
• MO- Squad
i 6:30 Serge
6:30 Campbell
7:00.Man Is My 7:30 Movie
6:313.MOd•*Mid
.7:30 side
7:30 Hawaii ---43•43.-Nedde
Tet:10WHeilgahr:
-M•a:
7.30 Movie .
I:30 NBC News
:9:00-.301MOnlitNetby 1,..3. -awing Sce
'
e.10-_ =r-sr1W-r-4:30 Nichi31%, 1-3°
-Chaparral
Dragnerr—
30
1°:00
10:00 News
'
'
'New$
:.
. .
3 tain„Neetr
110:
0"
10.00 News •
11:00 Nevis
10:30.C.avett
,10:30 Tonight
11:30 Cavett
1030 Tonight

By Abigail Van Buren

* Ledger'11 Tithes TV Schedule for Wednesday * t

5:30 LaLanne
6:00 Mor, Show 5:45 Journal
7:00 Today
6:30 McCoys
9:00 The,Hour
6:00 News
7:00 Today
9:00 Dinah
7:00 Bozo
10:00 Am. Rel.
9:00 Dinah
6:30 N'sdiiie
AN
9:30 Concent: - 3:341 Romper
Korn. 10:00 Sale Cen.
7:55 Kitc.
9:30 Concen.
10:30 That Girl
9:00 Lucy
11:00 Bewitched
10:00 Sale-Cen. 1:00 Kangaroo
10:30 Squares
9:30 Hillbillies
,/:00 Tell-Truth
11:30 Password
10:30 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy 10:00 Mov. Game
12:00 My Child.
11:00 Jeopardy 9:30 T or C
11:30 W-W1W
10:30 That Girl
t1:30-Make-Deal -- .1.1:40 WWW
10:00 Fam- AHalk•-. 11:55 NeWi--'- 11:00 Bewitched
1:011 Newlyweds - 12:00 Noon
10130 Love 06 -1•0
•• 12:00 NewS
11:30 Barbara
1:30 Dating
1:00 Our Lives 11400 Heart It-'
12:15 Pastor
11:45 Sewing
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Glen.
1130 Search
12:30 Romp.
12:00 My Children
2:30 One Life
2:00 An. world 12:110 Singing Colt. 12:55 Calendar
12:30 Make-Deal
3:00 Love Am. . 2:30 Promise --,33:25 News
1:0 Lives
1:00
Newlyweds
3:30 matinee
12:30 World Turns 1:30 Doctors
3:00 Somerset
1:30 Dating
5:00 Space
3:30 Virginian
1:00 Love Is
2:00 World
1:00 Gen.
Hosp.
'4:00 News
3:00 Mayberry . 1:30 Guiding Light 2:M Promise - 2:30 One
Life
8:30 Sports
•
315 Wea..$pnc::4:00. Secret Stor110--.41.1•.Somerse9-7
:300 Password
7:00 Ed's
Father 5:30 News
2:10 Edge of Night" 3:30 Popeye
-3:30 Love Am.
7:30 Corned*? Hour 6:00' News
3:00 Gomer Pyte 4:00 Gilligan
4:00 Jeannie ,
rio Persoaders
430 Dragnet - - 3:30 'Gilligan
*ar311 Dan Boone 4:30 Green Acres
9:30 Anderson
7:00 Adam 12 ---‘
4:6° M°We
6-:-30Nash. Music 5'
00 News
10:00 News
7:30 Movie
5:25 News
6:00 Griffith
7:00.Adam 12
10:30 Cavetf
9:00 Night Galley 6:00 News
6:30 Make Deal
7:30. Movie
10:00 News
7:00 Movie
6:30 Mann
Sing. 9:00.Gallery
10:30 Tonight
7:00 Nat'l
9:00 Comedy Hour
10:00. NewS
Geographic
10:00 High
10:30.Tonight
41:00 Comedy Bowl
Chaparral
'
9:00 Mannix
11:00 News
10:00 News
11:30 Cayett
_
_
10:30 Movie
.
_
_
.

NO, SiA'AM, I
DIDN'T WEAR A
PIZ%
15ECAIJ5E
I'VE DECIDED TO
DEFY Ti-IE
DCESS CODE

tote

lit_It.• •

UGOIC WOW PULL-TUG -Ta
-R.
GARBAGE CAN
NEEDS
EMPTYMILS___

Hearing Set For
Charges On Howe

, MY MOTHER
15 VERY
OLD- FASHIONED

SI-tE EVEN
USES - AN
,HOURGASS
INSTEAD OF
• A CLOCK

ktow,5{3ACE-attEED- You SNIP T14E. CORP AND
DiNSMORE.GOES 14URTUNG INTO DEEP SPACE
iCisT FOREVER!!

FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP)-A
hearing on charges against
state Personnel Commissioner
Ralph Howe will be held Jan.
25.
a Republican holdover_
from the administration of forme4 Gov. Louie B. Nunn, has
refused-to" resign under the new
idudnistration of Gov. Wendell
Ford.
Word has outlined 14 allegations-- against Howe--and last
week asked Atty. Can. Ed lia9-cfc to select a special assistant who -would conduct ii
liminary hearing on the
charges.
Eugene Mo9ney,-1 Univ3rsity
of Kentucky law professor who
was named special hearing officer, has sent a letter to Hower
yin the time and place
.the hearing.
NIAIIND
AN IL
SEATTVgPi) -The last
erty saw her
time Alice
husband's-1150 sability payment was when a sudden gust
of wind sent 910 and ;20-IA11s
ffito the rush hour traffic.
Mrs. Dougherty was walking'
through downtown Seattle Fri. day with the money in an
envelope when the,wind caught
'Two .young passersby managed to' rowid up $40 of the
'funds and Mrs.
wayward'
Dougherty said Sunday she
hoped others finding the stray
money would return it.

First N ovetist Avery Corman
Started Out Wriiing_Plays
found a wiST to deal with- My
• own feelings about God. I'm no
theologian - that's why I
NEW YORK I AP i - thought I could do this novel
riter Avery Corman About how an average person
By PHIL THOMAS
AWewsieature9 Wilier

*ere a theologian it wiiu
novel was accepted by the first
publisher to read the manu- have been a different novel.''
Corman. who Wes with his
script it was the first time in
fe and young son od the
-my life
- wai free of ref
iections. • •
•
.His recently pubtiShed
.
-011.
God!- also has provided anoth-.
er .1irst'for Corman. an -amiable
36-yearold with a • thick mustache and longilkhair. With the
novel sold to the movies and to
a paperback house, he says with
a pleased smile that -kir the
first time in my life tdon't have
to.. worry about paying the
rent...
I
ft took Corman about a yeartoerite -Oh. God! - a goodnatured, yet biting' at times.
story about a struggling freelance writer who gets in
mail "A. sheet .of -plain wh
bond paper and typed on an
electri. -typewriter it said:
AVERY COR MAN
'God grants you an interview
The interview and the
waves it .cauSes in society are ground- fluxu-...o.LiTa- Mitphattan
brownstone: became a novelist
the substance of the novel .
by a rather roundabout process
N.J was thinking once.
He decided on 'a bieliness career
nia
plains. "about what kind early irtlite..went to
college and
of God"must it be to have conalmost
boolijceeping as
ceived the orld we live in. I _a freshman. but
1 .ctruggled
lhsaghl
t some of through anrreirt inv
degree in
those questions ankwered first marketing
.
, •
hand' What if God- sh0wed up
But alter a short stint in
and gave me
intervie •
magazine promotion Ciirrniff
"I felt this.wnitisi make si
says L ju.si dropped out 1Vhs•
thing nice to w rife I did. d 11d
thought it.woulu fie
I got deeper in ii it I realizes! I'd _flia,.to
write a play Ilc wrote

the play. but dnable to sell it he
turned to writing educational
films
"The films were %cry successful.- Corman says. -and
That -really bought me the time
to write.'• •
Corman kept'on turning out
plays but-decided to switch mediums after "I had just %Twilit
what I thought was my nit
possible play. It had been
tinned by a producer but thin
the whole thing began to lose
momentum. Since I had in- •
vested at least five years in
writing plays. I decided at this
point it would be an act of
masochism to begin another
play So I turned to the novel.••
Corman currently is at work
turning his novel into a screenplay and after that he Plans to
get to work on another novel.
'It will be autobiographical.
but not a memoir.'. he says, but
then. stops, laughs and refuses .
to discuss it any further, explaining:
"I'm a true paranoid about
wiirk. projects. if I told any-more Id get Such anxiety it
could worry me to aeatIr..*
- '
SOME BOATS- IIINS
'NEW YORK i AP - Courtesy motorboat examinations
conducted at the owner's- request were mildew 76.842 craft
by the U S. Coast Guard during
the first six. girths. A total of
30.1114 craft failed to pass inspection

CARROL
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HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

•go to his
en the "ex" j; we, SO the
his daddy's
these plans;
ught Junior

Call :

WA

WANT

FOR SALE

log and T-ra.ific Jams
frabtiiriix'iBuenOs. Ake's

WANTED WAITRESS Apply in EXTRA NICE one bedroom TWO BEDROOM trailer, fur- 9" TABLE SAW, 12" Radii arm
1
2 block nished, electric heat, near saw. Treadle No.8 White Sewing
person to Sykes' Cafe. No phone furnished apartment, /
calls please.
JI1C from college. Couples only. No University. Phone 753-3895 or 763- machine. Apartinent, size
.113C refilieratnr, electric coOlt stove.
pets. Electric -heat and air con- 3482.
14' Aluminum boat. 5/
WANTED CARPENTERS helper :claimer. Phone 753-9135 or 7531
2 h.p,•and
TRIANGLE INN
TFC TO-COUPLES or couple with one 25 h.p. Johns& motor. beep well
for light work. All work inside: 4478.
By ROBERT D:ORMAN
Full or part time.Phone 753child, two bedroom house at 1606 pump. Three piece couch,rocker
,Associated Press Writer
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank 7550.
reclining
Drapes,
air
cook
epee.
Wood
Catalina
Drive.
chair.
JI4C"NICE FURNISHED apartment,
BUENOS,AIRES AP4
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
conditioner and stove furnished. Skill saw. All of these are in
close to campus.Phone 753perfect condition. Call after 4:00 Buenos Aires. once a sleepy 4
/'6564.
TEC Phone 753.3903 aiter 4.60p.m.
p.m.,753-4858.
PLANNED
J13C
J13C settlement on the Spaniards'
PROMOTIONAL
gold route to Peru, has enough
If You
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE space
snoke. smog and congestion toOPPORTUNITY
_
1951-74
HARLEY
DAVIDSON
available. For information
day.ta rifhQA4liar
MALE PREFERRED
contact Bruce Thomas at Federal TWO BEDROODUnditiiiiihed ChoPPer."PhoneTSIaltiet-7539944
apartment.
ITC
after
phone
7534796.
6:00p.m.
J13C
Phone:..
Savings and Loan, Main Street in
This position offers a
The glut of autos may boa
Murray or phone 753-7921. TFC
source oipride to the men. who
career opportunity three*
-started'ArgentIna-caUthfribblleplanned advancement *r Take gligi
ck full;
industry some 17 years ago. but
Before 5:00 p.m.
management levels and. HOUSE OR trailer for rent. For
Country Ham on a Biscuit!
it is something less to the peher varoing
! _ Ap - informationphone 753-7320 or 753-_k,
or
-615 or tfor M.rdelsirianl
4
J13P
plicants should have some
1790.
from the fumes.. trying to•
college training or a high
'weave his way across an autoTRIANGLE INN
_
wIth
NICE Two bedroom
diPki"
clOggeif-Street.
Between 6:00-jung-business experience.
apartment. Air, carpet,, private
The problem comes' into
REMOVW, CARPET paths. and snic;ggy focus in the federal dis- - 700 p.m. In The
"
23-1/16x35
Applicants mast Wive geed
drive and entrance. $11(1.00 per
spots;
nap
with
fillif
beaten
down
driving record.
qict of _Buenos Airei
Evening
.009 Thick
-month. Near university. Phone
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer $1. national capital with 3.8 million
We offer a good 'darting
7534550.
J14C
If you know your route
These plates are perfect Big K, Belaire Shopping C,en- inhabitants and 480.982 regissalary, pins liberal en-boy's number, 'Anise call
J15C tered vehicles. including 8.000
ployee benefits.
ter
IN GREEN Acres Trailer Court, for siding or roofing
him first. If you get no,
buses and 25.000 cabs. .
,
-For an interview oP-"- 10' and 12' wide trailers. For
results then call John
barns, for placing
Figures for both people and
,
SLIM GiVM exerciser, $60.00.
Poildinent, call or write to:
married couples only. Also
Pasco, Jr. at Ihe above
autos more thakdduble with the
ound bottam 01- - '-rPhone: 753-2503 from 5:00-7:00 inclusion of surrounding bedtrailer spaces, $22.50 per mon • .
.C.P: WILLIAMS
dEuriber during the hours
Available,
quiet.
Clean and
J13P room neighborhoods and induslisted
C.I.T. FINANCIAL
mobilci homes to keep
p.m.
Triangle's own real pit barb-q sandwicb-61 cents,
dinner WI*lyyTtlie lb.
$2.25. 1$3-4/153

-

1
---41111°1167r-T1.
11

'Your Paper
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753-727j3
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iTS MISS
APt - Courteexaminatiaps
le Owners reon 76.842 craft
t Guard during
iths A total of
ed to pals in-

641 PET SHOP. Fish, birds,
puppies, hamsters, guinea pigs
and supplies. Phone 753-1862 or
753-9457.
January27C

vSouthside Shopping
Ctr, 753-6702

on Norti
cableviii. 1.3
16th Street extended. Phone 753J18C
4539.

-wind antiand for many other
II I

19i0-12'x60 MOBILE HOME.
Includes patio, awning, underpenning, metal storage
building, air conditioning, carpeting and utility room with
washer and dryer hookup. Phone
753-9900 or 753-8964 after -4:00
-1-+Tav.

uses such as

•An Equal Opportunity
Employer

Buenas Aires has drawn its
&tying.
culture along with
habits from-Eilrope. and the
Roman influence appears to
CARS AND PEOPLE - Buenos Aires may have been a sleepy
prevail
settlement a long time ago. but it now has its share of traffic
Broad avenues. like Romes
jams and smog. At top left, pedestrians Wend their way threat&
ancient Appian„,Way, funnel
a sea of cars is a traffic cop lOoks on.-.Pedestrians (top rightf
streams of autos, trucks. and
wait for a break in traffic so_they can dash across the street
buses into the 70-block heart of
th "VIYPTrat AIM Ftiiarrow '44,efiestr#ert«firrorerreNT-&-busrhiretwzry-lberttryntt ;nth!.1-:ftterves---7-----tir#s-Ywantas_sliatria._
streets and broken sidev-iks
that are two shoulders wide. At.
6 p.m on a weekday when ev- working
a_a_fer tv..jav-walk than to crosA
eryone is in a hurry to get
Most of,the widewa tits. which at an intersectiun:_
home.- horns blare and tempers are made
Argentines. both drivers an0
of tile panels on a thin
flare as taxis and buses inch , base. are either under repair or
walkers, are generally stoical.
their way into jammed inter- repairs are needed.
A near miss, a sudden stop Of 8 '
.
sections to force a crossing.
frightened dash is dismissed
A New Yorker. _here for a
-Many busy crossings -are recent boxing rhati3h._ was 'wlth.,a shrug of the shoulder or --without traffic lights or sign's brushed twice by _taxis as he
Latin sigh.
and the challenge is to bluff out stepped from the sidewalk to
But if Buenos Aires has-probdriver_
The
one who avoid piles of brokers tiles -.1'11
the other
f.
lems. it.also has-heart.
hits his hraliPs.at_the last_ino- .nevet live to see
This iummer -opened--uv-the light. 'Tie
ment loses. _
-El-arida Street. which-hint
complained the night before
Signal tights aren't taken sethrough the middle otr the eity
Police remain aloof from the
riously..One toacist. shaken at- kiwis- tool-people. They. direct
center...as-a pedestrian malt '
ter a speedy ride, said hictaxi vehicular traffic butirs-up to
This created another small
driver apparently telt -if the the -pedeStrian- to decide when. problem. 'Vs.-so-popular it's
green
it
wasn't
light wasn't
congested
to venture forth Frequently its

"building out"
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
located adjoining college on
mice or rats.
Chestnut. Three bedrooms,living
Turnip dreens & Hog Jowl
room, built in kitchen, hall, built
with hot corn cake-79 fTR.ACTOR-TRAILER
m,
Drivers
triad?, -pienty--el--eleset-cents, each Wed.
(Experience Not Necessary)
space. Private entrance. Call it
.4.-1,...vo good driving mord storage
inc
TRIANGLE-HOU
Phone 753-8648.
Be in good health. To train for
GOOD OLD used Frigidaire
753-4953
local•and over-the-road hauling. 60011.400101000O1440100001100000041ft
refrigerator. Price $15.00. Phone
103 N. 4th St
tFor application, call 606-299-6612,
436-2381.
J13C
RENT
FOR
EVELYN'S BEAUTY Salon from 9 a.m. - 7 p.m., or write
E=.." Nice furnished apartment gi
Murray,
Ky.
that
announce
like
to
would
NATION
WIDE ' SEMI E.'for 3
or 4 college boyk Also f.
Peggy Noel is now working with DIVISION, Suite 214, 171 New
40," FRIGIDAIRE ELECTRIC
•private room,with kitchen =;
them and shewouldlike toinvitei Circle-Road; N.E., iir Lexington,
privileges.
trailer. 16' range white, top eletnerifi and
and
BOAT
SAIL
.753-2511
for
all her friends to call
Kentutky,40505.
.
J12C E.Phone:
Larrson sloop rigged fiberglass one oven. In good condition,
.112C
an appointment.
J13C
E
753-5865
days
scow,
dacron sails and new nylon $30.00. phone 753-4109.
.74
WANTED; WOMAN Fridays
.I
7534108
Excellent
condition
sheets.
.--only
to
-eon.*
in-and
babysit
-foe
Ser
ELEXTROLUX -SALESready to gq. Can be seen a 12';61' TWO -BEDROOM Mobile
vices Box 213 Murray,
C.M. one child. Phone 767-4797. - J17C
Spacious floor plan, very
Kenians Shores Subdivision, eas
Sanders, phone ,381-i46a,
1(y" FarEFFICIENCY- ROOM for one
clean:Extras. Phone 753phone
Concord
or
New
of
after
EXTRA
money
NEED
TFC
mington,Kentucky..
girl. Private entrance, carpet,
- )13C
J11P 6812.
Christmas? $5.00 to $10.00 an central air and heat. Phone 753- 5582.
hour full or part time. Willing to 2377.
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.
JI1C,
work. Phone 489-2324 for inCHERRY LUMBER, Phone 753-, LOVEFOR,sale; Cocker Spaniel
U.S. PRIME SIRLOIN
terview.
J13C
J12 female puppies, registered
8968.
STEAK DINNER
THREE BEDROOM trailer,
Excellent . quality. Wonderful
Complete and Satisfying
pets, good with children. Shots,
LARGE EASTERN Company three miles from Murray on East
$1.49
side.
Phone
753-7856
or
753dewormed.
$50.00. Phone '75369
Chicken
Livers-Order
has two openings for local
TRIANGLE INN
5605.
J13P
J13C
cents Dinner $1.19, with
manager trainee who can 6231.
french fries & cote slaw.
qualify. Write Kent Jackson, 910
AVOCADO MAYTAG porta
7514953
--SERVICES OFFERED
12'x64' MOBILE HOME, 3 - Here Or go
Curtis,Paris,Tennessee
dryer.Phone 753-3010.
J13P
38242.
J13C bedrooms, furnished. Couples
TRIANGLE INN
CARROLL'S PLUMBING &
only. 'Phone 753-8682 after- 4:00
Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone
p.m.
.111P
REAL ESTATE. FOR SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE
J12C
489-2295.
IT'S terrific the way we're selling
FOR Sale, located nine
indorsed Muskie if he thought
By RAY McliUGH
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, 1968 SHELBY COBRA Mustang, NICE 3 bedroom House, Dinieg Blue Lustre to clean rugs and FARM
Princeton, Kenof
miles
east
Ted Kennedy was going to
Automatic
transmission,
four
shampooer
$1.
upholstery.
Rent
Bureau
zoom,
Quiet+
Washington
Den,
Garage,
Chief,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
enter the picture."
Drug Store, Central tucky, 16 miles north of
Copley News Service
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or new tires, engine has only 1100 location, $140.00 per month. Call Beg
Tunney and Sen. Edward
J15C Hopkinsville on Highway 91. 104
nter.
TFC Shopp
TFC miles. Has tape player and is one 753-9917 after 6 p.m.
354-3161,after 6:00 p.m.
Kennedy have been close
acres more or less; two story
WASHINGTON - Every
of only 125 cars like it made in
timber; burley and Wednesday an uneffieial friends since roommate days at
TAX SERVICE. Leave records 1968. Can be seen at Gary's Food 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
ks for sale: brick house;
ONE OF three
Harvard.
would-be
of
to church, on committee
close
base;
corn
FOR RENT
for fast preparation. Government Market, 16th and.Main or phone
two
ton
0
GMC 1968 one ton;
Tunney's announcement was
mail route. • presidential advisers gathers
Nice furnished apartment
and
bus
school
trained. Reasonable rates. Phone 753-3523 or after 7:00 p.m., 753with bed or without;!- ktwo ton
followed quickly by inBlack
at
the
luncheon
for
Kerr,
Bertha
for
2,3,4,
or
5.
College
Mrs.
girls.
Contact
7736.
TFC
753-2959 or 436-5430. February7C
with or without bed. G'Oon's
Angus restaurant, two blocks dorsements from Gov. John
Close to campus.
Kentucky 365Market,Highway 94 East.Poe Princeton,
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WANT TO
Stove, Mrs. Rachel Atline Cole,. 409 Kennedy angle,"said one. "We
condition.
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g gear for one. Con2 safrage room at.. 708 Pay". refrigerator, bath and shower. 'North 6th, Murray, Mrs. Minnie
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CAPITAL IDEAS

Muskie forces regroup,
regaining lost ground

Hospital Report

READ. the
WANT
ADS

biggest mistakes the senator
has made thus far.
Howtver,. Muskie advisers
believe theil-Candidate is now
in a . position to pull awag
cpsickly into a commanding
lead over. Sen. Hubert Humphrey, D-Minn., and Sen.
Henry Jackson, D-Wash._
The Tunney indorsement of
Muskie, they argue, "smoked
out" Humphrey and his
financial backers and forced
them to advance Htunphrey's
timetable. Humphrey has said
he will formally announce his
candidacy in January and that
he will enter the Florida and
Wisconsin primaries.
Muskie men believe Humphrey would have preferred to
sit out most if not all of the
early state contests, concentrating instead on state_
Democratic organizations and
leaders where his experience
and former position as vice
president count heavily.
He has decided to move, they
reason, because no credible
opposition has formed against
the senator from Maine. '
They say Sen. George
McGovern, D-S. D., has failed
to excite popular support,: r
Jackson is having difficulty
establishing himself in the
voters' mind. Little attention is
paid to outsiders like Mayor
John Lindsay of New York,
Mayor Sam Yorty of Los
Angeles, former,Sen. Euge
McCarthy or Rep. Shirley
Chisholm, D-N. Y.
Jackson, they admit, may
run Muskie a close race in the
March 14 Florida primary
where .his conservative foreign
Policy views have considerable
appeal and where backing from
Rep. Wilbur Mills, D-Ark.,
could be telling. But, they are
confident Musitia,will wint
'Jackson has'decided against
-entering the. New Hampshire
contest. ireferring to.. concentrate instead on building a
roadblock to Florida.
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Kentucky News Briefs
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
MORGANTOWN, Ky.(AP)The Small Business Administration has issued a. $350,000
loan to the Morgantown Development Corp. to aid in construction of a shopping center
in the city.
The corporation is to supply
matching funds of $35,009.
Formation of the corporation
came last year after a fire destroyed 11 businesses. Work on
the shopping center is slated to
begin within days.
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP The City of Louisville will host

Divorce Rate In Local
-Area Lower Than Norm

the 1972 state convention of theKentucky
American
Independent Party, according to
party officials.
The convention is to begin
Feb. 12. Nominated by the
convention will be presidential
electors and delegates to the
party's national convention.

In Calloway County, do
The probability of remarriage
marriages last longer than they is apparently quite different for
do elsewhere? What is the the men than for the women.
divorce rate in the local area For every divorced man who
compared with what it is in was still eligible for remarrillge
other communities.?
in 1970, there were two divorced
According to the 'latest women who had not remarried.
statistics, the great majority of
FRANKFORT, Ky. t APTCensus officials conclude that
local people once they get men have greater opportwities
Gov. Wendell Ford has issued
married; tend to stay that way. to remarry and greater inan executive order creating a
However, breakups among clinations to do so.
state boating division, and
them are occurring more
naming David Collins at FrankJIM
Sample surveys have been
frequently now than in former made to determine how many
fort as director.
years.
The division will employ
people were once in the
That is in line with the times. divorced column but have since
about 30 civilian boating offi•
According to recent govern- remarried. In general, it was
cers under the direction of the
ment figures, the divorce rate in found, there are approximately
Public Service Conurnslion,
the United States has jumped no 2.5 such persons for every one
Commissioner William Newman said.
less than 33 percent in the last who is currently divorced.
ten years.
Collins a local supporter of
On that basis, it is estimated
Ford, resigned after 12 years
In 1960, for every 1,000 that there are about 1,100 men
couples throughout the country and women in Calloway County
as.._Franklin County clerk. who were man -fed, there were -who had -previously been
35 divorced persons. In the past
Mrs. Otie Bell Colson of 209 • LOUISVILLE., Ky. j4AP)year flii.ratio rose to 47 per
North 5th Street, Murray, died Tentative agreement on a new
contract has been reached by
1,000, tIle Census Bureau
Monday at 9:37 a.m. at
reports.
HopkinsvilleLpie was 81_yetu-s the American Synthetic Rubber
Corp. and -Local 423, United
At the present time there are
of age.
(Continued from Page 1)
THE FTERYDRATTI ollt A QUEEN-Fire boats pat
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The Murray woman was a Rubber Workers.
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—
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About 650 workers struck the
were
in the nation who ha
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mounted ,tedsy, bat Hong Kong's fire ddet
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said he had lie
Hong Kong harbor. The blaze struck the ship as she-lay
ity tax authorized by the Gendivorcecr'and
, berland Presbyterian (hurch. -plant three months ago. Terms
have
at an-evideace to support the speculation.
it
-- - chorage while being renovated for use as a combin
eral Assembly in 1965.
-remarried. In- addition, there
ation floating
-She Was born November _16, of'the three-year contract were
_
AP Wirephoto via cable from Haig Kam)
are 2,662,000 who are listed as :•`•The revenue report
1890, in the Shiloh community of not announced pending ratificacornseparated. ,
northeast Calloway County and tion by union members.
minted that people have beAmong Calloway Count-y come Concerned about the
her parents were the late
risFRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)residents, the divorce rate is on ing tide of ,taxation and
George Washington Cook and
"their
Col.
Bouch
Larry
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isfio
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enside, compared with the
Ada Jane Barnett Cook.
ath-seems lis..be most effec(Continued from Page 1)
national.
Survivors are one daughter, tered the Kentucky state police Distin
tively directed against the
guishe
Alumn
d
us Award"
The tabulations show. that property tax."
_Mrs. Lidue Warren of Murray; as a trooper in 1950, has beith
gf the.university in 1964._ .
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Police said they recovered a comparison,
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